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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Today, scientific workflows have become a powerful computing paradigm for structuring and
automating complex and distributed scientific processes in various data-intensive sciences, such as
bioinformatics, physics, astronomy, earthquake science, and so on [1], [2], [3], [4]. A scientific
workflow is a formal specification of a scientific process, which represents, streamlines, and automates the analytical and computational steps [5], [6]. Provenance, which is one kind of metadata
that captures the derivation history of a data product, including the original data sources, intermediate data products, and the workflow tasks that were applied to produce a data product, has
become increasingly important in scientific workflows to interpret, validate, and analyze the result
of scientific computing [7], [8]. For example, Figure 1.1(a) shows an example of a scientific workflow, which is the Load Workflow defined in the Third Provenance Challenge [15] that checks and
reads CSV files before loading, creates a database to load CSV files, loads them into tables and
validates tables, and compacts a database after loading. In general, provenance can be captured by
a provenance collection mechanism during the execution of a scientific workflow. The captured
provenance holds data dependencies, process dependencies, causality between data and processes,
and annotations. Such provenance is often represented by a provenance graph. Figure 1.1(b)
shows a provenance graph produced via the execution of the Load Workflow. Figure 1.1(c) and (d)
present a data dependency graph associated with artifact a9 and a process dependency graph associated with process p8 from a provenance graph generated via the execution of the Load Workflow,
respectively.
Recently, the Open Provenance Model (OPM) has been proposed as a standard provenance
model in the community to facilitate and promote provenance interoperability among existing heterogeneous systems. The OPM model allows us to characterize what caused “things” to be (i.e.,
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Figure 1.1: An example of a scientific workflow and its provenance.

how “things” depended on others and resulted in specific states). Therefore, the OPM model
essentially consists of a directed graph to express such dependencies. We briefly introduce the
constituents of such a graph. In the OPM model, provenance graphs consists of three types of
nodes (i.e., Artifact, Process, Agent) and five types of edges (i.e., Used, WasGeneratedBy, WasControlledBy, WasTriggeredBy, WasDerivedFrom), which represent causal dependencies. An artifact is an immutable piece of state, a process is action or a series of actions, and an agent is a
contextual entity acting as a catalyst of a process, which is enabling, facilitating, controlling, or
affecting its execution. The five edges also capture the causal dependencies between the artifacts,
processes, and agents. As shown in Figure 1.2, an edge represents a causal dependency between
its source denoting the effect and its destination denoting the cause. The Used edge expresses
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Figure 1.2: The Open Provenance Model (v1.1).

that a process used an artifact, and the WasGeneratedBy edge expresses that an artifact was generated by a process. The WasControlledBy edge also expresses that a process was controlled by an
agent. Regarding edge WasDerivedFrom, even though an artifact A2 may have been generated by
a process that used some artifacts, this does not tell us which artifact A2 actually depends upon.
Thus, to make the dependency explicit, it is required to assert that artifact A2 was derived from
another artifact A1 . This edge gives us a dataflow oriented view of provenance. Likewise, for edge
WasTriggeredBy it is recognized that we may not be aware of the exact artifact that a process P2
used, but that there was some artifact generated by another process P1 . Process P2 is then said to
have been triggered by P1 . It allows for a process oriented view of past executions to be adopted.
The OPM model has played an important role in provenance interoperability and has had a positive
impact on ongoing provenance activities, including the IPAW workshops [11] and the Provenance
Challenges [14]. More details on the OPM model can be found in [18].
There is a growing effort in supporting the OPM model in the existing systems. Most existing systems [35], [51], [62], [27], [67], [97], [90] store and manage provenance data in their own
provenance stores of proprietary provenance models; however, these systems have to conduct an
additional transformation procedure to store and manage OPM-compliant provenance data (i.e.,
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XML data that conforms to the XML schema defined in the OPM model) by means of a mapping
between their own proprietary provenance models and the OPM model, which is cumbersome and
inefficient. Moreover, most existing systems conduct query processing over the physical provenance storages (i.e., RDB, RDF, and XML) using query languages, such as SQL, SPARQL, and
XQuery, which are closely coupled to the underlying provenance storage strategies; thus, users
have to know the structures or schemas of such provenance storages as well as semantics of provenance models, which is nontrivial for users to formulate complicated provenance queries. Therefore, an efficient and effective provenance management mechanism is needed to query and manage
OPM-compliant provenance in a native fashion.
1.1

Statement of the Problem

1.1.1

Provenance Collection Framework

In scientific workflow environments, provenance management is essential to support reproducibility of scientific discovery, result interpretation, and problem diagnosis [8], [64]. In general, provenance management concerns about the efficiency and effectiveness of recording, representing, storing, querying, and visualizing provenance. Much research has been done for provenance management [5], [35], [54], [25], [67], [90], [61], [85]. In particular, many capture mechanisms have
been proposed in existing provenance systems; however, most systems capture provenance based
on their own proprietary provenance models. Since the captured provenance data does not conform to the OPM XML schema when it is collected, such provenance data should be transformed
via a mapping between their proprietary provenance models and the OPM model to support the
OPM model. Therefore, we need a new provenance capture mechanism to directly collect OPMcompliant provenance data during the execution of a scientific workflow.
Moreover, the OPM model only models retrospective provenance, which captures past workflow execution and data derivation information. Another kind of provenance, called prospective
provenance, which captures an abstract workflow specification as a recipe for future data derivation, cannot be modeled by the OPM model at this point. As a result, many provenance queries
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related to workflow specification (prospective or hybrid provenance queries) cannot be answered
based on the OPM model. For example, among 16 provenance queries defined in Third Provenance Challenge [15], query OQ9, which asks for “which steps were not executed because of
halt?” needs information associated with steps specified in a workflow before halt occurs in order
to answer this query. However, the OPM model does not represent information associated with
workflow specification existing before the execution of a workflow.
Therefore, we need to extend the OPM model to model prospective provenance so that we
can answer many provenance queries related to workflow specification before the execution of a
scientific workflow. That is, we need an efficient provenance capture mechanism that collects both
prospective provenance and retrospective provenance.

1.1.2

Provenance Store for Scientific Workflows

Scientific workflows have become an increasingly popular paradigm for scientists to formalize and
structure complex scientific processes to enable and accelerate many significant scientific discoveries [1], [2]. The importance of scientific workflows has been recognized by NSF since 2006 [3]
and was reemphasized in a recent science article [4], which concluded, “In the future, the rapidity
with which any given discipline advances is likely to depend on how well the community acquires
the necessary expertise in database, workflow management, visualization, and cloud computing
technologies.” As a result, provenance management has been identified as a key component of the
reference architecture for scientific workflow management systems (SWFMSs) [5]. The importance of provenance has been widely recognized in the scientific workflow community: almost all
existing SWFMSs now support provenance management [5], [35], [54], [25], [67], [90], [61], [85]
as a key functionality, even though challenges remain for the efficient and effective management
of provenance [2].
Although numerous provenance systems [35], [51], [62], [27], [67], [97], [5], [90] have been
developed to manage provenance data, either as part of a scientific workflow management system
or as a standalone provenance system [61], [85], provenance interoperability is poor among these
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<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8” ?>
<Trace runId=”a1fd241f-305e-4eff-a2d9-f6f988557980” traceId=”1”>
<Data id=“2661” type=“StringToken”>csv899251008506</value>
<Data id=“1776” type=“StringToken”>success-J062941-20081115-P2FrameMeta.csv</value>
<Data id=“2189” type=“StringToken”>J062941-success-442745064-LoadDB</value>
<Insertion item=“1712” invocation=“IsExistsCSVFile:1” />
<Insertion item=“3138” invocation=“ReadCSVReadyFile:1” />
<Insertion item=“2045” invocation=“LoadCSVFileIntoTable:1” />
<InvocationDependency from=“IsMatchCSVFileColumn:1” to=“ReadCSVFileColumn:1”/>
<InvocationDependency from=“UpdateComputedColumns:1” to=“LoadCSVFileIntoTable:1”/>
<InvocationDependency from=“ReadCSVFileColumnNames:1” to=“IsExistsCSVFile:1”/>
< ... />
</Trace>

Figure 1.3: An example of the XML provenance data produced by the UCDGC team.

systems due to the use of their own proprietary provenance models [2]. Such a lack of provenance
interoperability makes it difficult to integrate provenance from various heterogeneous SWFMSs,
which is necessary when scientific results were obtained by running a sequence of scientific workflows enacted from different SWFMSs [80]. To address this issue, the Open Provenance Model
(OPM) [12] initiative was formed in 2007 with the aim of defining a standard provenance model
to facilitate provenance interoperability between different heterogeneous systems.
While an increasing number of systems have started to support the OPM model [15], most of
them use an import/export approach, which extends their own proprietary provenance models with
an import/export facility to map back and forth between the OPM model and their own provenance
models. For example, Figure 1.3 shows an example of the XML provenance data produced by the
UCDGC (UC Davis Genome Center) team in the Third Provenance Challenge [15]. As depicted in
Figure 1.3, the UCDGC’s XML provenance data does not conform to the XML schema defined in
the OPM model [12]. Therefore, in case provenance data produced by heterogeneous provenance
systems is exchanged each other, the UCDGC’s provenance data should be transformed to separate
provenance data that conforms to the OPM XML schema when it is exported. Figure 1.4 shows an
example of XML provenance data that conforms to the OPM XML schema. In fact, the provenance
data depicted in Figure 1.3 can be transformed to the provenance data presented in Figure 1.4
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<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8” ?>
<opmGraph xmlns=”http://openprovenance.org/model/v1.01.a”>
<processes>
<process id=“IsExistsCSVFile:1”>
<value>IsExistsCSVFile</value>
</process>
<process id=“ReadCSVReadyFile:1”>
<value>ReadCSVReadyFile</value>
</process>
</processes>
<artifacts>
<artifact id=“1776”>
<value>success-P2-J062941-B001-P2fits0-20081115-P2FrameMeta.csv</value>
</artifact>
<artifact id=“2189”>
<value>J062941-success-442745064-LoadDB</value>
</artifact>
</artifacts>
<causalDependencies>
<used>
<effect id=“IsExistsCSVFile:1” />
<role value=“in” />
<cause id=“2661” />
</used>
<wasGeneratedBy>
<effect id=“1776” />
<role value=“out” />
<cause id=“ReadCSVReadyFile:1” />
</wasGeneratedBy>
< ... />
</causalDependencies>
</opmGraph>

Figure 1.4: An example of XML provenance data that conforms to the OPM XML schema.

via a mapping procedure. Likewise, when the OPM-compliant provenance data is imported, it
should be transformed to separate provenance data that meets the UCDGC proprietary provenance
model. These mapping strategies are expensive and inefficient. Therefore, we need an efficient and
effective provenance management mechanism to store and manage OPM-compliant provenance
data in a native fashion without any transformation procedure.
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1.1.3

Provenance Query Language

Most existing systems [61], [25], [28], [54] store provenance data in their provenance stores of
proprietary provenance models and conduct provenance querying using query languages, such as
SQL, SPARQL, and XQuery over the physical provenance storages (i.e., RDB, RDF, and XML).
Such query languages are closely coupled to the underlying provenance storage strategies, and
therefore users have to know the structures or schemas of such provenance storages, as well as
semantics of provenance models that have been applied to the provenance storages to formulate
provenance queries. Moreover, users require the expertise about grammars, syntax, and semantics
of such languages to formulate complicated provenance queries.
For example, using existing approaches, provenance lineage queries (queries for tracking ancestor nodes) often require users to write recursive queries (directly typing recursive statements
or using recursive functionality). Figure 1.5 shows an example of different query languages (i.e.,
SQL, SPARQL, and XQuery) that answer a provenance query (CQ1), which is one out of 16 provenance queries defined in the Third Provenance Challenge [15]. Query CQ1, which asks for CSV

CQ1: For a given detection (id), which CSV files contributed to it?
<SQL>: SELECT DISTINCT A2.Value FROM Artifact A2, Used U,
(SELECT DISTINCT TG.OPMGraphId, TG.ProcessId FROM MultiStepWasGeneratedBy TG, Artifact A
WHERE TG.ArtifactId = A.ArtifactId AND A.Value = ‘detectID’) As Pv
WHERE U.ProcessId = Pv.ProcessId AND U.ArtifactId = A2.ArtifactId AND
A2.Value LIKE ‘%Detection.csv’
<SPARQL>: SELECT ?value WHERE {?wgb ProtoProv:wgbSource pc:DBEntryP2Detection 0 ForIter3.
?wgb ProtoProv:wgbSource pc:DBEntryP2Detection 0 ForIter3. ?wgb ProtoProv:wgbTarget ?fxn.
?usd ProtoProv:usdSource ?fxn. ?usd ProtoProv:usdTarget ?var. ?var ProtoProv:hasType ?type.
FILTER(?type = “CSVFileEntry”) ?var ProtoProv:hasValue ?value}
<XQuery>: LET $d := doc(‘workflow opm2.xml’);
(: the user must first find the detection value in the DB. That table is used to find the artifact :)
LET $a := $d//artifact[value/function/parameter/@val = ’P2Detection’];
(: return all the artifacts upstream containing a P2Detection.csv file :)
RETURN local:derivedFrom($d, $a)[ends-with(value/function/parameter/@val, ‘P2Detection.csv’)]

Figure 1.5: An example of different query languages answering a provenance query (CQ1).
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files that contributed to a given detection, requires the computation of transitive relationships. As
depicted in Figure 1.5, to answer this query (i.e., to find all data product that contributed to derive
a data product via the calculation of transitive relationships), SQL uses relation MultiStepWasGeneratedBy predefined via recursive queries, SPARQL uses many join conditions, and XQuery uses a
predefined recursive functionality, respectively. These languages require that users directly formulate provenance queries against physical provenance storages; as well as users need to understand
and consider the underlying provenance storage strategies, which are nontrivial.
Therefore, we need a new provenance query language that efficiently supports provenance
queries. We aim at designing OPQL, which is an OPM-level provenance query language. OPQL
is a graph query language that is directly defined over the OPM model [18], which is a standard
provenance model. An OPQL query takes one OPM graph as input and produces an OPM graph
as output; therefore, OPQL queries are not tightly coupled to the underlying storage strategies.
1.2

Main Contributions

In this dissertation, we first propose a provenance collection mechanism that captures both prospective provenance and retrospective provenance in scientific workflow environments. The main contributions of this work are followings:
1. We design a provenance model that models both prospective provenance, which captures
an abstract workflow specification as a recipe for future data derivation and retrospective
provenance, which captures past workflow execution and data derivation. Our proposed
provenance model is an extension to the Open Provenance Model (OPM), which only models
retrospective provenance.
2. We propose a provenance collection framework to collect both prospective and retrospective
provenance according to our model. It is important to model and capture both prospective
and retrospective provenance since both provenance provide important contextual information for the comprehensive analysis of scientific results. In fact, two queries out of 16 queries
raised in the Third Provenance Challenge cannot be answered solely based on the OPM
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model. Many provenance queries related to workflow specification can be answered via our
provenance collection framework that models and captures both prospective and retrospective provenance.
Then, we propose a relational database-based provenance system, called OPMP ROV that stores,
reasons, and queries prospective provenance and retrospective provenance, which is OPM-compliant
provenance. The main contributions of this work are followings:
1. We propose a relational provenance store to store, reason, and query prospective and retrospective provenance, which is captured via the proposed provenance collection framework.
An experimental study is performed to show the performance of our provenance store using
provenance queries defined in the Third Provenance Challenge. While most existing systems
use an internal proprietary provenance model and develop an import/export facility to convert between the proprietary model and the OPM model, our provenance store features the
native support of the OPM model.
2. We show that provenance reasoning defined in the OPM model can be sufficiently supported
by OPMP ROV using recursive views and SQL queries alone without any additional reasoning engine. Experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of OPMP ROV in data
insertion and provenance querying and the experiment results show to be very efficient. A
case study is performed, demonstrating that OPMP ROV can answer all except one query out
of the 16 queries defined in the Third Provenance Challenge.
Finally, we propose OPQL, an OPM-level provenance query language, that is directly defined
over the Open Provenance Model (OPM). An OPQL query takes an OPM graph as input and produces an OPM graph as output. Therefore, OPQL queries are not tightly coupled to the underlying
provenance storage strategies. The main contributions of this work are followings:
1. To design OPQL that efficiently supports provenance queries, we first define six types of
graph patterns, which are the main building blocks of an OPQL query. We then define an
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OPM-based graph algebra based on four operators (i.e., extract, union, intersection, and difference operator). We finally define OPQL syntax and semantics that is required to formulate
OPQL queries. Our OPQL features the native support for query processing of OPM graphs.
2. We implement OPQL using a Web service via our OPMP ROV system; therefore, users can
invoke the Web service to execute OPQL queries in a provenance browser, called OPMP ROV IS. The result of OPQL queries is displayed as an OPM graph in OPMP ROV IS. An
experimental study is conducted to evaluate the feasibility and performance of OPMP ROV on
OPQL provenance querying and the experiment results show satisfactory performance. To
our best knowledge, OPQL is the first OPM-level query language and OPM-compliant provenance querying service for scientific workflows.
1.3

Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents related work on provenance management in existing provenance systems. Chapter 3 presents a provenance collection
framework that collects both prospective provenance and retrospective provenance. Chapter 4
presents a relational database-based provenance system, called OPMP ROV that stores, reasons,
and queries prospective provenance and retrospective provenance, which is OPM-compliant provenance. Chapter 5 presents OPQL, an OPM-level provenance query language, that efficiently supports provenance queries. Chapter 6 presents the design and implementation of OPMP ROV. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation and provides the directions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we first discuss how provenance has been used in the various domains, such
as databases, Web, and scientific workflows to give a better understanding of provenance. We
then discuss related work on scientific workflow provenance management in existing systems. We
finally discuss our research in the context of OPM-compliant provenance management.
2.1

The Use of Provenance in Various Domains

In e-science environments, provenance has become increasingly important to trace, validate, and
analyze the orgins and derivation of data. In common sense, provenance refers to the fact of coming from some particular sources; orgin; derivation. That is, provenance is a historical metadata
that provides explanations on how a particular result has been generated. Accordingly, the notion of provenance has been used in the various domains, such as databases, Web, and scientific
workflows [64].
In the context of scientific workflow, provenance is one kind of metadata that captures the
derivation of history of a data product, including the original sources, intermediate data product,
and the workflow tasks that were applied to produce a data product. Typically, scientific workflow provenance contains information about data dependencies, process dependencies, causality
between data and processes, and annotations and it plays a key role in scientific workflows to trace
the experiment results back to the origin, reproduce the data products, and verify a series of process
that were used to produce the results.
In the field of databases, provenance, called data provenance refers to the process of tracing
and recording the orgins of data and its movement between databases [121], [120]. The issue of
data provenance is important in scientific databases to verify the accuracy and quality of data. In
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databases, much research on the management of data provenance has been done on two perspectives: one is “why” provenance, which refers to the source data that had some influence on the
existence of the data and the other one is “where” provenance, which refers to the location in the
source databases from which the data was extracted [119].
Similarly, in the field of Web data, provenance, called Web data provenance is important to
evaluate qualities (i.e., accuracy, timelines, reliability, and trustworthiness) of the data retrieved
from the Web [122], [123]. Web data provenance includes the access of data items on the Web,
which is not required in the context of self-contained systems such as DBMSs or scientific workflow management systems. In this dissertation, we focus on the management of scientific workflow
provenance, especially on OPM-compliant provenance management.
2.2

Storing and Querying Scientific Workflow Provenance

Scientific workflows have emerged for scientists to efficiently arrange and organize the complex
scientific processes and facilitate many scientific discoveries. A scientific workflow management
system is a system that supports the workflow specification, workflow scheduling, workflow execution, workflow monitoring, provenance management, and data product management. In general, provenance management concerns about the efficiency and effectiveness of recoding, storing,
representing, querying, and visualizing provenance data. Much research on scientific workflow
provenance management has been done in existing systems.
Kepler [35], [36] implements a provenance framework, called COMAD (Collection-Oriented
Modeling and Design), which supports nested data collections and captures explicit data dependencies. The COMAD framework stores provenance information (trace) in an XML file by means
of a set of provenance annotations. Recently, the COMAD framework has been extended to automatically store provenance information in a relational database, where immediate and transitive
closure dependencies derived from provenance reasoning for each node and invocation are stored
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by applying a set of reduction techniques to reduce the storage cost [33], [34]. The COMADKepler provenance system supports provenance querying through a high-level query language,
called QLP and an external reasoning engine.
Taverna [51], [56] implements a logbook plugin to capture provenance information from workflow runs based on a provenance ontology. The logbook plugin allows users to browse, reload,
rerun, and maintain provenance metadata. Taverna presents a data lineage model to support finegrained and efficient lineage querying of collection-based workflow provenance [50]. Taverna
uses Semantic Web technologies for representing provenance metadata and a general-purpose RDF
store to manage and query provenance [54]. Recently, Taverna [54] implements a semantic provenance infrastructure and visualizes semantic, RDF-based provenance graphs based on a provenance
ontology. Taverna supports provenance queries using the SPARQL query language.
Karma [61] captures uniform and usable provenance metadata independent of the used workflow or service framework. The Karma provenance model captures two forms of provenance: process provenance, which is metadata describing workflow execution and associated invocations; and
data provenance, which provides similar metadata about the derivation history of a data product.
Karma’s provenance model consists of two levels: the registry level, which records the metadata
of services and data that may be used in an execution sequence; and the execution level, which
models instances of the registry level and records the execution-related information of method invocations and data products used or generated by each invocation [60]. Karma uses XML and
relational database technologies to store and query provenance metadata [60], [63], [64]. Recently,
Karma [61] presents an integrated provenance management architecture that supports automated
data provenance collection, annotated provenance, and provenance visualization. Karma supports
provenance queries in SQL and XPath.
VisTrails [27], [26] is the first one to support provenance tracking of workflow evolution. In
VisTrails, workflow evolution provenance is represented as a version tree, in which each node
corresponds to a version of a workflow, and each edge corresponds to an update action that was
applied to the parent workflow to create the child workflow. VisTrails uses XML and relational
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database technologies for provenance management. VisTrails [25] uses a change-based provenance mechanism to capture provenance information for data products and for the evolution of the
workflows used to generate these products. The provenance model consists of three layers: the
workflow evolution layer, which captures the evolution relationship between workflow specifications; the workflow layer, which consists of individual workflow specifications; and the execution
layer, which stores run-time information of workflow execution. VisTrails has the ability to visualize query results by highlighting workflow versions that match query conditions by using the
VisTrails query language, called vtPQL.
Swift [67] is a scientific workflow management system that has focused on the rapid and reliable specification, execution, and management of large-scale science and engineering workflows.
Swift implements a Virtual Data System (VDS) consisting of a set of relations to store the description of executable programs as transformations, their actual invocations as derivations, and
input/outputs as data objects. Swift uses provenance for tracking the data derivation history, ondemand data generation, and data product validation. Swift utilizes relational database technologies to manage and query provenance metadata.
PReServ/PASOA [97] supports the recording of interaction provenance, actor provenance, and
input provenance with the provenance recording protocol, which specifies the messages that actors
can asynchronously exchange with a provenance store to support provenance submission. PReServ [84] uses a provenance management service that provides a common interface to enable different storage systems, such as file systems, relational databases, XML databases, and RDF stores,
as a provenance store.
The summary of storage and query capabilities, including provenance capture mechanisms for
above described systems is shown in Table 2.1. These systems have shown their storage and querying capabilities on a sample scientific workflow defined in the Third Provenance Challenge [15].
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Table 2.1: The characteristics of provenance management systems.
Scientific
Domain
Capture
Mechanism
Representation
Storage
Query Language

2.3

Kepler
Biology
Ecology
Geology
ApplicationOriented
(COMAD)
XML
RDBMS
QLP

Taverna
Biology

Karma
Biology

Vistrails
Ecology
Meterology

Swift
Biology

PreServ
Biology

ApplicationOriented
(Plug-in)
XML/RDF
RDF Store
SPARQL

ServiceOriented

ApplicationOriented
(Change-based)
XML
RDBMS
vtPQL

ApplicationOriented
(Plug-in)
XML
RDBMS
SQL

ServiceOriented
(PReP)
XML
RDBMS
SQL

XML
XML Database
SQL/XPath

Querying and Managing OPM-Compliant Provenance

In scientific workflow environments, provenance management has become an essential functionality for most scientific workflow management systems. In 2006, the issue of provenance interoperability was first raised an important part of the provenance management and it has been actively
discussed in the community [14]. To promote and facilitate interoperability among heterogeneous
provenance systems, the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [17] was first proposed in 2008 and afterwards has played an important role in community activities, including the IPAW workshops and
Provenance Challenges. Recently, there has been an increasing effort in adapting existing provenance systems to support OPM in the Third Provenance Challenge [15].
First, we discuss related work on adaptability to the OPM model in existing provenance systems. Kepler shows the import/export capability for the OPM model in the Third Provenance
Challenge by exporting COMAD-Kepler provenance traces into OPM traces and importing the
OPM traces back into the COMAD-Kepler provenance traces and then storing them into a relational database to query the imported provenance metadata. Taverna exports OPM-compliant
provenance metadata from its native provenance system by means of incorporating OPM graph
generation functionality into the existing provenance query algorithm for a mapping of Taverna’s
proprietary model to the OPM model. Karma shows that three entities and five causal dependencies
defined in the OPM model can be represented as the corresponding entities in Karma by means of
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mapping the OPM model to the proprietary model. While Karma exports OPM-compliant provenance metadata from its proprietary storage, it lacks the import function and inference support for
multi-step edges defined in the OPM model. In the Third Provenance Challenge, VisTrails exports
OPM-compliant provenance metadata by combining information from the execution log with the
workflow specification and the module registry. VisTrails uses XQuery to query the XML specifications exported and implements recursive functions to query the transitive closure dependencies.
Swift is showcased to export OPM graphs from its proprietary RDBMS-based storage, however
similarly to Karma, Swift has no support for importing OPM-compliant provenance or multi-step
inferences. PReServ exports OPM-compliant provenance metadata by using a translation tool, and
PReServ also exposes provenance graphs with three different level of abstraction, such as dependency level, process level, and communication level to describe the exported provenance metadata.
Although above described systems have storage and query capabilities to adapt the OPM model
in their systems, these systems have focused on enhancing the import/export capabilities in their
systems by means of a mapping between their own proprietary provenance models and the OPM
model. Our proposed provenance system (aka OPMP ROV), on the other hand, starts from the OPM
model and designs the database to store and query native OPM-compliant provenance data.
Second, most existing provenance management systems capture provenance data based on their
own proprietary provenance models, and therefore the provenance data captured by these systems,
which does not conforms to the OPM XML schema, should be transformed via a mapping procedure to support the OPM model, which is cumbersome and inefficient. The approach taken by
our proposed provenance capture mechanism, however, differs from existing systems as our provenance capture mechanism directly captures OPM-compliant provenance data, which conforms to
the OPM XML schema. The captured provenance data can be stored and managed in our provenance store, which directly uses the OPM model as the native model, without any transformation.
Moreover, the OPM model only models retrospective provenance, which captures past workflow
execution and data derivation information. Therefore, we extends the OPM model to support the
modeling of prospective provenance, which captures an abstract workflow specification as a recipe
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for future data derivation so that many provenance queries related by workflow specification can
be answered based on the OPM model.
Finally, we discuss related work on provenance query processing in provenance management
systems. Most existing systems store provenance data in their provenance stores of proprietary
provenance models and conduct provenance querying using query languages, such as SQL, SPARQL,
and XQuery over the physical provenance storages (i.e., RDB, RDF, and XML). VisTrails has the
ability to visualize query results by highlighting workflow versions that match query conditions by
using the VisTrails query language, called vtPQL. Kepler [28] implements an interactive provenance browser to visualize and query data dependency graphs. The provenance browser enables
users to create different views for provenance graphs and express complex and recursive graph
queries. Similar to our proposed query language (aka OPQL), the Kepler’s QLP query language
provides a separation between the logical provenance model and its underlying physical representation. However, QLP is not directly defined over the OPM model, but on Kepler’s proprietary provenance model. Thus, QLP has no support for direct query processing of OPM graphs.
ZOOM [44] enables users to construct appropriate user views for provenance graphs, and it provides users with an interface to query provenance information. Taverna [54] implements a semantic provenance infrastructure and visualizes semantic, RDF-based provenance graphs based on a
provenance ontology. Taverna supports provenance queries using the SPARQL query language.
Karma [61] presents an integrated provenance management architecture that supports automated
data provenance collection, annotated provenance, and provenance visualization. The Karma’s
provenance browser visualizes OPM graphs by a mapping between provenance events and OPM
entities. Karma supports provenance queries in SQL and XPath. GraphQL [98] is a graph-based
query language for graph databases. GraphQL is defined over a data model representing attributes
of a generic graph, and a GraphQL query takes a collection of graphs as input and produces a
collection of graphs using graph patterns. Like SQL, SPARQL, and XQuery, GraphQL requires
users to directly formulate recursive queries to track ancestor nodes. Although most existing systems have the capabilities to query provenance data in their systems, query languages supported by
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these systems are closely coupled to the underlying provenance storage strategies. Moreover, these
systems query OPM graphs by means of a mapping between their proprietary provenance models
and the OPM model. OPQL, on the other hand, is directly defined over the OPM model; therefore,
OPQL is not tightly coupled to the underlying provenance storage strategies. Our OPQL features
the native support for query processing of OPM graphs. That is, an OPQL query takes one OPM
graph as input and produces an OPM graph as output. OPQL might be a cornerstone for a study
on OPM-level provenance query languages.
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CHAPTER 3
PROVENANCE COLLECTION FRAMEWORK
In this chapter, we propose a provenance collection framework that collects both prospective
provenance and retrospective provenance in scientific workflow environments.
3.1

The Problem

As the OPM model has emerged in the community to promote and facilitate provenance interoperability between different heterogeneous systems, an increasing number of systems have started
to support the OPM model [15]. However, most of them use an import/export approach, which
extends their own proprietary provenance models with an import/export facility to map back and
forth between the OPM model and their own provenance models. Moreover, the OPM model only
models retrospective provenance, which captures past workflow execution and data derivation information. Another kind of provenance, called prospective provenance, which captures an abstract
workflow specification as a recipe for future data derivation, cannot be modeled by the OPM model
at this point. As a result, many provenance queries related to workflow specification (prospective
or hybrid provenance queries) cannot be answered based on the OPM model. For example, two
queries out of the 16 queries raised in the Third Provenance Challenge cannot be answered solely
based on the OPM model [15].
To address these issues, we aim at designing a new provenance capture mechanism that directly captures OPM-compliant provenance data (which conforms to the OPM XML schema) as
retrospective provenance, as well as that captures prospective provenance. In particular, we design
a provenance model that models both prospective and retrospective provenance as an extension
to the OPM model, which only models retrospective provenance. We then present a provenance
collection framework to collect both prospective and retrospective provenance according to our
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model. To our best knowledge, our proposed provenance collection framework is the first provenance capture mechanism that supports the OPM model in a native fashion.

Figure 3.1: E-R diagram for modeling prospective and retrospective provenance.
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3.2

Provenance Model

In this section, we present a provenance model that deals with both prospective and retrospective
provenance in scientific workflows. The model is captured via an entity-relationship diagram as
shown in Figure 3.1, where the left part corresponds to the prospective provenance model and the
right part corresponds to the retrospective provenance model.

3.2.1

Prospective Provenance

Prospective provenance models an abstract workflow specification as a recipe for future data
derivation. Unlike a workflow specification, which can be executed by a workflow engine according to a particular scientific workflow model, prospective provenance is, in general, independent
from a scientific workflow model and intended to capture the recipe in an abstract and informative
form to allow further querying of this information. Prospective provenance can be automatically
captured by a workbench in which a workflow design is performed. Our prospective provenance
model includes four entity types, Workflow, Task, Performer, and Port, and four relationship types,
Contains, Performs, IsConnectedTo, and PartOf. Each entity type has a primary key attribute that
is underlined and each relationship type has a primary key that consists of the participating entity type roles. Workflow corresponds to a high-level notion of a workflow; it has an identifier
and description. Entity type Task represents a computational task that is part of (relationship type
PartOf ) Workflow. A task can be composite, i.e., it may contain child tasks, which is captured by
relationship type Contains. Entity type Performer represents a subject, such as a scientist or workflow engine, that performs (relationship type Performs) a task. Performer is also part of Workflow.
Entity type Port represents an input or output port of a task; two ports can be connected to form a
dataflow as captured by relationship type IsConnectedTo.

3.2.2

Retrospective Provenance

Retrospective provenance models past workflow execution and data derivation information, i.e.,
which tasks were performed and how data artifacts were derived. Retrospective provenance can be
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automatically captured during workflow execution by a workflow engine. The retrospective provenance model presented in the E-R diagram is based on the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [17]
and includes four entity types, OPMGraph, Process, Artifact, and Agent, and six relationship types,
Used, WasGeneratedBy, WasControlledBy, WasTriggeredBy, WasDerivedFrom, and PartOf. These
entity and relationship types have direct counterparts in OPM (see [18] for their semantics), except relationship type PartOf which is implicit in the OPM model. According to the OPM model,
graphs, artifacts, processes, and agents are identified by unique identifiers and the causal dependency edges are identified by their sources, destinations, and roles (for those that have roles) [18].
Thus, in the retrospective model, each corresponding entity type has a primary key attribute that
is underlined and each relationship type has a composite primary key that includes the two roles∗
of the relationship with participating entity types and the Role attribute (for those that have the
Role attribute). For example, the primary key of the Used relationship type is ProcessId, ArtifactId, and Role and the WasDerivedFrom relationship type takes ArtifactId for the Effect role and
ArtifactId for the Cause role as the primary key. Each entity type has the Value and Account
attributes; the latter is a set-valued attribute, such that a process, artifact, or agent can have multiple accounts. The relationship types have set-valued Account attributes and composite OTime
attributes (OTimeStart and OTimeEnd for the WasControlledBy relationship type). Composite attribute OTime is composed of the OTimeLower and OTimeUpper attributes which are consistent
with the OTime annotation in the OPM model. The WasControlledBy relationship type has two
composite attributes OTimeStart and OTimeEnd that are composed of (OTimeStartLower, OTimeStartUpper) and (OTimeEndLower, OTimeEndUpper), respectively. Finally, each entity/relationship
type has a set-valued and composite attribute Annotation, such that Process, Artifact, Agent, Used,
WasGeneratedBy, WasControlledBy, WasTriggeredBy, and WasDerivedFrom can have multiple annotations consisting of property-value pairs defined in the OPM model.
∗

Note that the term “role” is used in both E-R diagram and the OPM model, but they have slightly different
meanings: roles in an E-R diagram represent the participation relationships between an entity type and a relationship
type, while roles in the OPM model represent annotations on used, wasGeneratedBy, and wasControlledBy.
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The relationship between the prospective and retrospective provenance models is captured by
relationship types InstanceOf, WasOutputBy, and WasInputTo, such that OPMGraph, Process, and
Agent are runtime instantiations of Workflow, Task, and Performer, respectively, and Artifact can
be consumed or produced by Port.
3.3

Provenance Collection Framework

In this section, we propose a provenance collection framework that supports for collecting both
prospective and retrospective provenance according to our provenance model. In accordance with
the reference architecture for scientific workflow management systems [5], we design two provenance collectors as the core of the provenance collection framework, which are positioned in two
subsystems of the reference architecture, respectively. Figure 3.2(a) depicts the system architecture for V IEW [5], which is composed of six subsystems, including workbench, workflow engine,
workflow monitor, data product manager, provenance manager, and task manager. Figure 3.2(b)
depicts an overview of the provenance collection framework, in which two provenance collectors
are located in a workbench and workflow engine, respectively.

3.3.1

Prospective Provenance Collection

Prospective provenance captures an abstract workflow specification as a recipe for future data
derivation. As shown in Figure 3.2(b), the workbench of the V IEW system features a workflow

Figure 3.2: Provenance collection framework.
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designer component that allows visual design of a workflow by a scientist. The workflow designer
interacts with Provenance Collector P, which gathers prospective provenance. In particular, each
time a workflow design specification is updated and saved, Provenance Collector P translates the
specification into a prospective provenance document and stores it into a provenance store (aka
provenance manager).

Figure 3.3: A sample workflow specification designed in the V IEW workbench.

Table 3.1: The entities and their attributes collected by provenance collector P .
Attributes
Workflow
WorkflowId, Description
Performer
PFId, PFName
Port
PortId, PortName, PortType
Contains
ParentTastId, ChildTaskId
Performs
PFId, TaskId
IsConnectedTo SourcePortId, DestinationPortId
Entity

For example, Figure 3.3 shows a sample workflow specification in the V IEW workbench [5]
and Table 3.1 shows its corresponding provenance entities and attributes collected by Provenance
Collector P as prospective provenance.
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Figure 3.4: A sequence diagram illustrating provenance activities during an workflow execution.

Table 3.2: The entities and their attributes collected by provenance collector R.
Entity
OPMGraph
Workflow Start Artifact
WasInputTo
Workflow End WasOutputBy
Process
Agent
Task Start
Used
WasControlledBy
WasInputTo
Artifact
WasGeneratedBy
Task End
WasDerivedFrom
WasOutputBy
Activity

Attributes
OPMGraphId
ArtifactId, Value, Account
ArtifactId, PortId
ArtifactId, PortId
ProcessId, Value, Account
AgentId, Value, Account
ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId, Account, Timestamp
ProcessId, Role, AgentId, Account, Timestamp
ArtifactId, PortId
ArtifactId, Value, Account
ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId, Account, Timestamp
EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Account, Timestamp
ArtifactId, PortId
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3.3.2

Retrospective Provenance Collection

Retrospective provenance captures past execution and data derivation information. As depicted
in Figure 3.2(b), the workflow engine of the V IEW system uses a scheduler to schedule and execute a workflow specification obtained from the workflow designer. The workflow scheduler
communicates with Provenance Collector R, which gathers retrospective provenance. As shown in
Figure 3.4, retrospective provenance is captured for each provenance-aware activity that is scheduled by the scheduler. The sequence diagram in Figure 3.4 describes how such activities span in
time during a sample workflow execution. Four types of provenance-aware activities are defined:
Workflow Start, Workflow End, Task Start, and Task End. For each type of activity, captured provenance information is shown in Table 3.2. For the Workflow Start activity, the provenance collector
collects entities OPMGraph, Artifact, and WasInputTo and their corresponding attributes as depicted in Algorithm 1. When the Workflow End activity is executed, entity WasOutputBy is only
collected to avoid redundant information according to Algorithm 2. The Task Start activity collects
provenance information about Process, Agent, Used, WasControlledBy, and WasInputTo as shown
in Algorithm 3. The Task End activity collects provenance information of Artifact, WasGeneratedBy, WasDerivedFrom, and WasOutputBy as presented in Algorithm 4. Provenance Collector R
stores a retrospective provenance document into the provenance store once all activities are completed. The rest of retrospective provenance information (see Table 3.3) defined in the model is not
directly gathered by the provenance collector, but rather inferred using reasoning techniques.

Table 3.3: The entities and their attributes inferred by provenance reasoning.
Non-Activity

Provenance
Reasoning

Entity
WasTriggeredBy
Used*
WasGeneratedBy*
WasDerivedFrom*
WasTriggeredBy*

Attributes
EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId, Account, Timestamp
ProcessId, ArtifactId, Account
ArtifactId, ProcessId, Account
EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Account
EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId, Account
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for collecting OPM entities during activity Workflow Start
1: function: collectOPMEntityByWorkflowStart
2: input: Workflow identifier wid and workflow input list <ptid, dpid, dpvl, dpacc >, where ptid is a port identifier, dpid is a data product
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

identifier, dpvl is a value of dpid , and dpacc is an account of dpid
output: XML document (xmldoc) recording entities OPMGraph, Artifact, and WasInputTo
xmldoc = new xmldocument();
root elem = xmldoc.createElement(“opmGraph”);
artifacts elem = xmldoc.createElement(“artifacts”);
dataChannels elem = xmldoc.createElement(“dataChannels”);
root elem.append(artifacts elem);
root elem.append(dataChannels elem);
xmldoc.append(root elem);
let φ be a function to return a workflow run identifier (wrid) corresponding to a workflow identifier (wid), defined by wrid = φ(wid);
let ωa be a function to return an artifact identifier (aid) corresponding to a data product (dpid), defined by aid = ωa (dpid);
// recording entity “OPMGraph”
opmgraphId = φ(wid);
root elem.setAttribute(“id”, opmgraphId);
// recording entities “WasInputTo” and “Artifact”
for each wi in worflow input list do
portId = wi.ptid;
artif actId = ωa (wi.dpid);
value = wi.dpvl;
account = wi.dpacc ;
// part of entity “WasInputTo”
wasInputTo elem = xmldoc.createElement(“wasInputTo”);
port elem = xmldoc.createElement(“port”);
port elem.setAttribute(“id’, portId);
input artifact elem = xmldoc.createElement(“inputArtifact”);
input artifact elem.setAttribute(“id”, artif actId);
wasInputTo elem.append(port elem);
wasInputTo elem.append(input artifact elem);
dataChannels elem.append(wasInputTo elem);
// part of entity “Artifact”
artifact elem = xmldoc.createElement(“artifact”);
artifact elem.setAttribute(“id”, artif actId);
account elem = xmldoc.createElement(“account”);
account elem.setAttribute(“id”, account);
value elem = xmldoc.createElement(“value”);
value elem.setAttribute(“id”, value);
artifact elem.append(account elem);
artifact elem.append(value elem);
artifacts elem.append(artifact elem);
end for
return xmldoc;
end function
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for collecting OPM entities during activity Workflow End
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

3.4

function: collectOPMEntityByWorkflowEnd
input: Workflow output list <ptid, dpid>, where ptid is a port identifier and dpid is a data product identifier
output: XML document (xmldoc) recording entity WasOutputBy
xmldoc = new xmldocument();
root elem = xmldoc.createElement(“opmGraph”);
dataChannels elem = xmldoc.createElement(“dataChannels”);
root elem.append(dataChannels elem);
xmldoc.append(root elem);
let ωa be a function to return an artifact identifier (aid) corresponding to a data product (dpid), defined by aid = ωa (dpid);
// recording entity “WasOutputBy”
for each wo in worflow output list do
portId = wo.ptid;
artif actId = ωa (wo.dpid);
wasOutputBy elem = xmldoc.createElement(“wasOutputBy”);
port elem = xmldoc.createElement(“port”);
port elem.setAttribute(“id”, portId);
output artifact elem = xmldoc.createElement(“outputArtifact”);
output artifact elem.setAttribute(“id”, artif actId);
wasOutputBy elem.append(port elem);
WasOutputBy elem.append(output artifact elem);
dataChannels elem.append(wasOutputBy elem);
end for
return xmldoc;
end function

Summary

In this chapter, we designed a provenance model that models both prospective provenance, which
captures an abstract workflow specification as a recipe for future data derivation and retrospective
provenance, which captures past workflow execution and data derivation. Then, we proposed a
provenance collection framework to capture both prospective and retrospective provenance. Our
provenance collection framework features the native support for the OPM model.
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for collecting OPM entities during activity Task Start
1: function: collectOPMEntityByTaskStart
2: input: Task identifier tid, task name tname, task account tacc , performer identifier pf id, performer name pf name, performer account
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:

pf acc and task input list <ptid, dpid, dpvl, dpacc >, where ptid is a port identifier, dpid is a data product identifier, dpvl is a value of dpid
, and dpacc is an account of dpid
output: XML document (xmldoc) recording entities Process, Agent, Used, WasControlledBy, and WasInputTo
xmldoc = new xmldocument();
root elem = xmldoc.createElement(“opmGraph”);
processes elem = xmldoc.createElement(“processes”);
agents elem = xmldoc.createElement(“agents”);
dependencies elem = xmldoc.createElement(“causalDependencies”);
dataChannels elem = xmldoc.createElement(“dataChannels”);
root elem.append(processes elem);
root elem.append(agents elem);
root elem.append(dependencies elem);
root elem.append(dataChannels elem);
xmldoc.append(root elem);
let ωp and ωag be functions to return a process identifier (pid) and agent identifier (agid) corresponding to a task (dpid) and performer
(pf id), repectively, defined by pid = ωp (tid) and agid = ωag (pf id) ;
processId = ωp (tid);
agentId = ωag (pf id);
p value = tname;
ag value = pf name;
p account = tacc ;
ag account = pf acc ;
// recording entity “Process”
process elem = xmldoc.createElement(“artifact”);
process elem.setAttribute(“id”, processId);
paccount elem = xmldoc.createElement(“account”);
paccount elem.setAttribute(“id”, p account);
pvalue elem = xmldoc.createElement(“value”);
pvalue elem.setAttribute(“id”, p value);
process elem.append(paccount elem);
process elem.append(pvalue elem);
processes elem.append(process elem);
// record the “Agent” entity in a similar fashion
// recording entities “Used”, “WasControlledBy”, and “WasInputTo”
for each ti in task input list do
portId = ti.ptid;
artif actId = ωa (ti.dpid);
a value = ti.dpvl;
a account = ti.dpacc ;
ef f ectId = processId;
role = “used”;
causeId = artif actId;
used account = p account;
// part of entity “Used”
used elem = xmldoc.createElement(“used”);
effect elem = xmldoc.createElement(“effect”);
effect elem.setAttribute(“id”, ef f ectId);
role elem = xmldoc.createElement(“role”);
role elem.setAttribute(“id”, role);
cause elem = xmldoc.createElement(“cause”);
cause elem.setAttribute(“id”, causeId);
account elem = xmldoc.createElement(“account”);
account elem.setAttribute(“id”, used account);
used elem.append(effect elem);
used elem.append(role elem);
used elem.append(cause elem);
used elem.append(account elem);
dependencies elem.append(used elem);
// In a similar fashion, record entities “WasControlledBy” and “WasInputTo”
end for
return xmldoc;
end function
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm for collecting OPM entities during activity Task End
1: function: collectOPMEntityByTaskEnd
2: input: Task identifier tid, task account tacc , and task output list <ptid, dpid, dpvl, dpacc >, where ptid is a port identifier, dpid is a data
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:

product identifier, dpvl is a value of dpid , and dpacc is an account of dpid
output: XML document (xmldoc) recording entities Artifact, WasGeneratedBy, WasDerivedFrom, and WasOutputBy
xmldoc = new xmldocument();
root elem = xmldoc.createElement(“opmGraph”);
artifacts elem = xmldoc.createElement(“artifacts”);
dependencies elem = xmldoc.createElement(“causalDependencies”);
dataChannels elem = xmldoc.createElement(“dataChannels”);
root elem.append(artifacts elem);
root elem.append(dependencies elem);
root elem.append(dataChannels elem);
xmldoc.append(root elem);
let ωp and ωa be functions to return a process identifier (pid) and agent identifier (aid) corresponding to a task (tid) and data product (dpid),
repectively, defined by pid = ωp (tid) and aid = ωa (dpid) ;
processId = ωp (tid);
p account = tacc ;
// recording entities “Artifact”, “WasGeneratedBy”, “WasDerivedFrom”, and “WasOutputBy”
for each to in task output list do
portId = to.ptid;
artif actId = ωa (to.dpid);
a value = to.dpvl;
a account = to.dpacc ;
ef f ectId = artif actId;
role = “generated”;
causeId = processId;
generated account = paccount;
// part of entity “Artifact”
...
record the “Artifact” entity in a similar fashion as described in Algorithm 2
// part of entity “WasGeneratedBy”
wasGeneratedBy elem = xmldoc.createElement(“wasGeneratedBy”);
effect elem = xmldoc.createElement(“effect”);
effect elem.setAttribute(“id”, ef f ectId);
role elem = xmldoc.createElement(“role”);
role elem.setAttribute(“id”, role);
cause elem = xmldoc.createElement(“cause”);
cause elem.setAttribute(“id”, causeId);
account elem = xmldoc.createElement(“account”);
account elem.setAttribute(“id”, generated account);
wasGeneratedBy elem.append(effect elem);
wasGeneratedBy elem.append(role elem);
wasGeneratedBy elem.append(cause elem);
wasGeneratedBy elem.append(account elem);
dependencies elem.append(wasGeneratedBy elem);
// In a similar fashion, record entities “WasDerivedFrom” and “WasOutputBy”
end for
return xmldoc;
end function
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CHAPTER 4
THE OPMP ROV PROVENANCE STORE
In this chapter, we propose OPMP ROV, a relational database-based provenance system, that
stores, reasons, queries prospective provenance and retrospective provenance, which is OPMcompliant provenance.
4.1

The Problem

As described previously, provenance is essential for scientific workflows to support reproducibility
of scientific discovery, result interpretation, and problem diagnosis [8], [64]. Although numerous
provenance systems [35], [51], [62], [27], [67], [97], [5], [90] have been developed, their interoperability is poor due to the lack of a common data model for provenance. To address this issue,
the OPM model [12] was proposed. Since then, the OPM model has played an important role in
provenance interoperability.
While there is a growing effort in supporting the OPM model in existing scientific workflow
provenance systems [37], [51], [62], [27], [67], [97] and the evaluation of the OPM model in a
particular domain [9], [10], such as the scientific workflow domain, most of them focus on enhancing an existing provenance system with the import/export capability for the OPM model. In
this dissertation, however, we take the OPM model as a starting point and develop a native OPM
provenance store. By native, we mean that the OPM model is the conceptual data model that is
used to design our provenance store and the input and output of such a store is OPM-compliant
provenance data. Therefore, our work complements the existing work whose OPM support is based
on back and forth transformations between the OPM model and proprietary models employed by
these systems.
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Although using the OPM model as an implementation schema belongs to one of the nonrequirements defined in the OPM model, an OPM-based provenance system can be useful for a
scientific workflow whose workflow tasks are subworkflows enacted by different scientific workflow management systems. An example of such a workflow is GENOMEFLOW [80]. In this scenario, provenance from different scientific workflow management systems needs to be integrated,
and our OPMP ROV system can be used for this purpose. OPMP ROV is fully compliant with
the OPM model and can store provenance generated by different scientific workflow management
systems that are able to record OPM-compliant provenance.
In particular, in the Third Provenance Challenge [15], different scientific workflow management systems, including Kepler, Taverna, and Swift, have shown the capability to export OPMcompliant provenance data by means of a mapping between the proprietary models and the OPM
model; such heterogeneous provenance from different workflow management systems can be integrated in OPMP ROV. In our work, we are particularly interested in using relational database technologies to store, reason, and query OPM-compliant provenance data. Since relational databases
are not specifically designed for inferences, we aim to investigate if we can use recursive views
and SQL queries alone to perform provenance reasoning.
4.2

Database Schema

We design a relational database schema for our OPMP ROV store to suport both prospective and
retrospective provenance. Based on our provenance model depicted in Figure 3.1, we translate the
E-R diagram into the relational database schema for prospective and retrospective provenance.

4.2.1

Prospective Provenance Database Schema

As shown in Figure 4.1, we define nine relations to store prospective provenance: Workflow, Task,
Performer, Port, Contains, Performs, IsConnectedTo, PerformerPartOfWorkflow, and TaskPartOfWorkflow. The primary keys of the relations are underlined. For example, (ParentTaskId, ChildTaskId) is the composite primary key of the Contains relation. The attributes of relations that
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// relational schema for prospective provenance
1. Workflow (WorkflowId, Description)
2. Task (TaskId, TaskName, TaskType)
3. Performer (PFId, PFName)
4. Port (PortId, TaskId, PortName, PortType)
5. Contains (ParentTaskId, ChildTaskId)
6. Performs (PFId, TaskId)
7. IsConnectedTo (SourcePortId, DestinationPortId)
8. TaskPartOfWorkflow(TaskId, WorkflowId)
9. PerformerPartOfWorkflow(PFId, WorkflowId)
// relational schema for retrospective provenance
1. OPMGraph (OPMGraphId, WorkflowId )
2. OPMGraphAnnotation (OPMGraphId, Property, Value)
3. WasInputTo (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, PortId)
4. WasOutputBy (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, PortId)
5. Artifact (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Value)
6. Process (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Value, TaskId )
7. Agent (OPMGraphId, AgentId, Value, PFId )
8. Used (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId, OTimeLower, OTimeUpper)
9. WasGeneratedBy (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId, OTimeLower, OTimeUpper)
10. WasControlledBy (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, AgentId, OTimeStartLower, OTimeStartUpper,
OTimeEndLower, OTimeEndUpper)
11. WasDerivedFrom (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, OTimeLower, OTimeUpper)
12. ExplicitWasTriggeredBy (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId, OTimeLower, OTimeUpper)
13. ArtifactHasAccount (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Account)
14. ProcessHasAccount (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Account)
15. AgentHasAccount (OPMGraphId, AgentId, Account)
16. UsedHasAccount (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId, Account)
17. WasGeneratedByHasAccount (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId, Account)
18. WasControlledByHasAccount (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, AgentId, Account)
19. WasDerivedFromHasAccount (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Account)
20. ExplicitWasTriggeredByHasAccount (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId, Account)
21. ArtifactAnnotation (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Property, Value)
22. ProcessAnnotation (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Property, Value)
23. AgentAnnotation (OPMGraphId, AgentId, Property, Value)
24. UsedAnnotation (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId, Property, Value)
25. WasGeneratedByAnnotation (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId, Property, Value)
26. WasControlledByAnnotation (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, AgentId, Property, Value)
27. WasDerivedFromAnnotation (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Property, Value)
28. ExplicitWasTriggeredByAnnotation (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId, Property, Value)
29. WasTriggeredBy (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId, Account, OTimeLower, OTimeUpper)
30. MultiStepWasDerivedFrom (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Account)
31. MultiStepWasTriggeredBy (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId, Account)
32. MultiStepUsed (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, ArtifactId, Account)
33. MultiStepWasGeneratedBy (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, ProcessId, Account)

// view
// view
// view
// view
// view

Figure 4.1: The database schema for the OPMP ROV store.

correspond to relationship types in the E-R diagram represent roles of the relationship with participating entity types, and therefore these are also foreign keys. For example, ParentTaskId and
ChildTaskId in relation Contains are two foreign keys that reference TaskId in relation Task. Since,
in the E-R diagram, entity type Port participates in relationship type PartOf exactly once, instead
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of creating a separate relation for this relationship type, we add attribute TaskId into relation Port.
TaskId in relation Port is a foreign key that references TaskId in relation Task.

4.2.2

Retrospective Provenance Database Schema

Figure 4.1 also defines 33 relations for retrospective provenance, where the first 28 of them are
materialized relations and the remaining five are non-materialized views. Relations OPMGraph,
Artifact, Process, Agent, Used, WasGeneratedBy, WasControlledBy, WasDerivedFrom, ExplicitWasTriggeredBy∗ , WasOutputBy, and WasInputTo are directly derived from the E-R diagram. To
handle the set-valued attributes Account and Annotation, additional relations are introduced, such
as the corresponding relations xxxHasAccount and xxxAnnotation. We restrict that each row in
relations Artifact, Process, Agent, Used, etc. has at least one account and therefore at least one row
in the corresponding xxxHasAccount relations. This participation constraint eliminates the burden
of dealing with missing values when computing relational joins and can be efficiently ensured on
the data insertion stage by introducing a default account. The primary keys of these 28 relations are
underlined in the figure. Relations OPMGraph, Process, and Agent have foreign keys WorkflowId,
TaskId, and PFId that reference relations Workflow, Task, and Performer, respectively, to maintain
the InstanceOf relationship. For example, relation Process has (OPMGraphId, ProcessId) as the
primary key and (OPMGraphId, TaskId) as the foreign key referencing relations OPMGraph and
Task, respectively. The ProcessHasAccount relation has (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Account) as the
primary key and (OPMGraphId, ProcessId) as the foreign key referencing relations OPMGraph
and Process, respectively. Similarly, the Used relation has (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, ArtifactId, Role) as the composite primary key and the UsedHasAccount relation has the primary key
(OPMGraphId, ProcessId, ArtifactId, Role, Account) and foreign key (OPMGraphId, ProcessId,
ArtifactId, Role) referencing relation Used.
∗
Note that this relation corresponds to relationship type WasTriggeredBy in the E-R diagram, but we name it
ExplicitWasTriggeredBy to differentiate from non-materialized view WasTriggeredBy which can be inferred from
relations Used, WasGeneratedBy, and ExplicitWasTriggeredBy.
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Non-materialized views in our database schema are shown as the last five relations in Figure 4.1. View WasTriggeredBy implements the one-step inference rule defined in the OPM model [18],
and views MultiStepWasDerivedFrom, MultiStepWasTriggeredBy, MultiStepUsed, and MultiStepWasGeneratedBy implement the multi-step edges presented in the OPM model [18]. The semantics
and implementation of these recursive views are further discussed in Section 4.4.
4.3

Data Mapping Algorithm

To insert provenance data into OPMP ROV, we design an efficient data mapping algorithm that
shreds XML documents, which conform to the XML schema specification for the OPM model [13],
into relational tuples and stores them into the database. The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 5.
First, OPMXMLInsert parses an input XML document and constructs its Document Object Model
(DOM) tree. Next, the algorithm iterates over all nodes in the tree with the process name, extracting
process identifiers from their attribute nodes, values and accounts from the child nodes of the
process nodes. At the end of each iteration, once the information about a single process is collected,
the algorithm inserts a tuple with the OPM graph identifier, process identifier, and process value
into database relation Process. Furthermore, if the process does not belong to any account, a
default account is assigned to the process. For each account, a tuple with OPM graph identifier,
process identifier, and account is inserted into relation ProcessHasAccount. The algorithm defines
similar loops that iterate over all the artifact and agent nodes and insert them into the database.
In the figure, we also show our pseudocode for the insertion of the used nodes. For each such
node, its child nodes are visited to extract the information about a process identifier from attribute
id of the effect node, role from attribute value of the role node, artifact identifier from attribute id
of the cause node, accounts from attributes id of the account nodes, and time annotations from
the noLaterThan and noEarlierThan child nodes of the time node. If nodes with names role and
account are not found, default values are assigned, which are customizable. The algorithm inserts a
tuple with the OPM graph identifier, process identifier, role, artifact identifier, and time annotations
into relation Used. For each account, a tuple with the OPM graph identifier, process identifier,
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Algorithm 5 OPMXMLInsert
1: input: OPM-compliant XML document X (conforms to the
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

26:
27:
28:

29:
30:
31:

XML schema http://openprovenancemodel.org/
model/v1.01.1), OPM graph identifier OPMGraphId
output: X is inserted into the relational database
begin
parse X into DOM tree T ;
// inserting “process” elements
for each e in T .getElementsByTagName(“process”) do
processId = e.attributes.getNamedItem(“id”).value;
value = null;
accounts = empth list;
for each c in e.childNodes do
if c.nodeName == “value” then
value = c.nodeValue;
else // c.nodeName == “account”
accounts.add(c.nodeValue);
end if
end for
insert tuple (OPMGraphId, processId, value) into table
Process;
if account is empty then
accounts.add(“default”);
end if
for each account in accounts do
insert tuple (OPMGraphId, processId, account) into
table ProcessHasAccount;
end for
end for
//inserting “artifact” elements
for each e in T .getElementsByTagName(“artifact”) do
// ...
// instructions are similar to the process “process” element insertion
end for
//inserting “agent” elements
for each e in T .getElementsByTagName(“agent”) do
// ...
// instructions are similar to the process “process” element insertion
end for
//inserting “used” elements
for each e in T .getElementsByTagName(“used”) do
for each c in e.childNodes do

32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:

68:

processId = null; role = “default”; artifactId = null;
oTimeLower = null; oTimeUpper = null;
accounts = empty list;
switch c.nodeName
case “effect”:
processId = c.attributes.getNamedItem(“id”).value;
break
case “role”:
role = c.attributes.getNamedItem(“value”).value;
break
case “cause”:
artifactId = c.attributes.getNamedItem(“id”).value;
break
case “account”:
accounts.add(c.attributes.getNamedItem(“id”).value;
break
case “time”:
for each t in c.childNodes do
if t.nodeName ==“noLaterThan” then
oTimeLower = t.nodeValue;
end if
if t.nodeName ==“noEarlierThan” then
oTimeUpper = t.nodeValue;
end if
end for
break
end switch
end for
insert tuple (OPMGraphId, processId, role, artifactId,
oTimeLower, oTimeUpper) into table Used;
if accounts is empty then
accounts.add(“default”);
end if
for each account in accounts do
insert tuple (OPMGraphId, processId, role, artifactId,
account) into table UsedHasAccount;
end for
end for
// ...
// insert other causal dependency elements wasGeneratedBy,
wasDerivedFrom, wasTriggeredBy, and wasControlledBy in a
similar fashion
end

role, artifact identifier, and account is inserted into relation UsedHasAccount. Other nodes that
define the causal dependencies of the OPM model, including wasGeneratedBy, wasDerivedFrom,
wasTriggeredBy, and wasControlledBy, are processed using a similar strategy.
4.4

Provenance Reasoning and Querying

In this section, we report on how the inference rules defined in the OPM model [18] can be expressed in SQL (IBM DB2 dialect) and implemented in an RDBMS directly, eliminating the need
for an external inference engine. We then showcase the querying capabilities of OPMP ROV to
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answer sample queries defined in the Third Provenance Challenge [15]. IBM DB2 is selected for
our presentation for its support for the definition of recursive views, which can be referred in SQL
queries. A similar recursive behavior can be achieved using the WITH clause and common table
expressions defined in SQL-99. However, repeating the WITH clause in every SQL query can result in more verbose presentation. Even though we present OPMP ROV in the context of DB2, with
minor syntactic changes in SQL definitions, our approach can be used with other major RDBMSs,
including Oracle, SQLServer, and PostgreSQL (MySQL provides no support for common table
expressions).
CREATE VIEW WasTriggeredBy AS (
(SELECT U.OPMGraphId, U.ProcessId as EffectProcessId, G.ProcessId as CauseProcessId,
UA.Account as Account, U.OTimeLower, U.OTimeUpper
FROM WasGeneratedBy G, Used U, UsedHasAccount UA
WHERE U.OPMGraphId = G.OPMGraphId AND U.OPMGraphId = UA.OPMGraphId AND
U.ArtifactId = G.ArtifactId AND U.ProcessId = UA.ProcessId AND
U.ArtifactId = UA.ArtifactId AND U.Role = UA.Role)
UNION
(SELECT U.OPMGraphId, U.ProcessId as EffectProcessId, G.ProcessId as CauseProcessId,
GA.Account as Account, U.OTimeLower, U.OTimeUpper
FROM WasGeneratedBy G, Used U, WasGeneratedByHasAccount GA
WHERE U.OPMGraphId = G.OPMGraphId AND G.OPMGraphId = GA.OPMGraphId AND
U.ArtifactId = G.ArtifactId AND G.ArtifactId = GA.ArtifactId AND
G.ProcessId = GA.ProcessId AND G.Role = GA.Role)
UNION
(SELECT T.OPMGraphId, T.EffectProcessId, T.CauseProcessId, TA.Account, T.OTimeLower, T.OTimeUpper
FROM ExplicitWasTriggeredBy T, ExplicitWasTriggeredByHasAccount TA
WHERE T.OPMGraphId = TA.OPMGraphId AND T.EffectProcessId = TA.EffectProcessId
AND T.CauseProcessId = TA.CauseProcessId) );

Figure 4.2: An SQL view: one-step inference WasTriggeredBy.

4.4.1

Reasoning for One-Step Inferences

The OPM model defines completion rules (i.e., one-step inferences) for causal dependencies WasTriggeredBy and WasDerivedFrom. In particular, WasTriggeredBy edge in the OPM model can be
inferred from the existence of the Used and WasGeneratedBy edges. If one process generated an
artifact that was used by another process, then the latter was triggered by the former. The SQL view
that implements this logic in a relational database are shown in Figure 4.2. The WasTriggeredBy
view derives which process (attribute EffectProcessId) was triggered by another process (attribute
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CauseProcessId) using Used and WasGeneratedBy facts with the same artifact. The account information in this view is derived from both UsedHasAccount and WasGeneratedByHasAccount
relations. In addition, the view need to accommodate explicit wasTriggeredBy edges stored in the
ExplicitWasTriggeredBy relation. As a result, the view definition (1) joins relations WasGeneratedBy, Used, and UsedHasAccount, (2) joins relations WasGeneratedBy, Used, and WasGeneratedByHasAccount, (3) unions the results of the joins, and (4) unions inferred wasTriggeredBy edges
with explicit ones. OPM’s time annotations for WasTriggeredBy are captured by the OTimeLower
and OTimeUpper attributes and derived from the Used relation. OTimeLower and OTimeUpper
define a time interval when an artifact was used by a process and therefore when this process was
triggered by another process.

4.4.2

Reasoning for Multi-Step Inferences

The OPM model defines multi-step inferences for four multi-step edges WasDerivedFrom*, WasTriggeredBy*, Used*, and WasGeneratedBy*. OPMP ROV supports these multi-step inferences via recursive views and SQL queries. As shown in Figure 4.3, the MultiStepWasDerivedFrom view is
defined as the union of two auxiliary recursive views that only differ in how they project account
information. Each auxiliary view has a non-recursive subquery that retrieves tuples from the WasDerivedFromHasAccount relation and a recursive part that joins the WasDerivedFromHasAccount
relation with the recursive view itself, such that if the first artifact was derived from the second
artifact and the second artifact was derived from the third one, the view infers that the first artifact was also derived from the third artifact. In Figure 4.4, the MultiStepWasGeneratedBy view
is defined as the union of three subqueries returning: (1) given facts about which artifacts was
generated by which processes from relation WasGeneratedByHasAccount, (2) entailments about
artifacts and processes inferred via the join of relation WasGeneratedByHasAccount and recursive view MultiStepWasDerivedFrom with the projection of account information from the former,
and (3) entailments about artifacts and processes inferred via the join of relation WasGeneratedByHasAccount and recursive view MultiStepWasDerivedFrom with the projection of account
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information from the latter. Similarly, view MultiStepUsed (see Figure 4.5) is defined using relation UsedHasAccount and recursive view MultiStepWasDerivedFrom, and view MultiStepWasTriggeredBy (see Figure 4.6) is defined using relation UsedHasAccount, WasGeneratedByHasAccount,
and MultiStepWasDerivedFrom.
CREATE VIEW MultiStepWasDerivedFrom1 (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Account) AS (
SELECT DA1.OPMGraphId, DA1.EffectArtifactId, DA1.CauseArtifactId, DA1.Account
FROM WasDerivedFromHasAccount DA1
UNION ALL
SELECT DA2.OPMGraphId, DA2.EffectArtifactId, TD.CauseArtifactId, DA2.Account
FROM WasDerivedFromHasAccount DA2, MultiStepWasDerivedFrom1 TD
WHERE DA2.OPMGraphId = TD.OPMGraphId AND DA2.CauseArtifactId = TD.EffectArtifactId );
CREATE VIEW MultiStepWasDerivedFrom2 (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Account) AS (
SELECT DA1.OPMGraphId, DA1.EffectArtifactId, DA1.CauseArtifactId, DA1.Account
FROM WasDerivedFromHasAccount DA1
UNION ALL
SELECT DA2.OPMGraphId, DA2.EffectArtifactId, TD.CauseArtifactId, TD.Account
FROM WasDerivedFromHasAccount DA2, MultiStepWasDerivedFrom2 TD
WHERE DA2.OPMGraphId = TD.OPMGraphId AND DA2.CauseArtifactId = TD.EffectArtifactId );
CREATE VIEW MultiStepWasDerivedFrom AS (
SELECT OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Account
FROM MultiStepWasDerivedFrom1
UNION
SELECT OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Account
FROM MultiStepWasDerivedFrom2 );

Figure 4.3: An SQL view: multi-step inference WasDerivedFrom*.

CREATE VIEW MultiStepWasGeneratedBy (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, ProcessId, Account) AS (
SELECT GA1.OPMGraphId, GA1.ArtifactId, GA1.ProcessId, GA1.Account
FROM WasGeneratedByHasAccount GA1
UNION
SELECT GA2.OPMGraphId, TD.EffectArtifactId as ArtifactId, GA2.ProcessId, GA2.Account
FROM WasGeneratedByHasAccount GA2, MultiStepWasDerivedFrom TD
WHERE GA2.OPMGraphId = TD.OPMGraphId AND GA2.ArtifactId = TD.CauseArtifactId
UNION
SELECT GA2.OPMGraphId, TD.EffectArtifactId as ArtifactId, GA2.ProcessId, TD.Account
FROM WasGeneratedByHasAccount GA2, MultiStepWasDerivedFrom TD
WHERE GA2.OPMGraphId = TD.OPMGraphId AND GA2.ArtifactId = TD.CauseArtifactId );

Figure 4.4: An SQL view: multi-step inference WasGeneratedBy*.

4.4.3

SQL-Based Provenance Querying

The Third Provenance Challenge [15] defined 16 provenance queries for the Load Workflow from
the Pan-STARRS project [16], including three core queries (CQ) and 13 optional queries (OQ). To
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CREATE VIEW MultiStepUsed (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, ArtifactId, Account) AS (
SELECT UA1.OPMGraphId, UA1.ProcessId, UA1.ArtifactId, UA1.Account
FROM UsedHasAccount UA1
UNION
SELECT TD.OPMGraphId, UA2.ProcessId, TD.CauseArtifactId as ArtifactId, UA2.Account
FROM MultiStepWasDerivedFrom TD, UsedHasAccount UA2
WHERE TD.OPMGraphId = UA2.OPMGraphId AND TD.EffectArtifactId = UA2.ArtifactId
UNION
SELECT TD.OPMGraphId, UA2.ProcessId, TD.CauseArtifactId as ArtifactId, TD.Account
FROM MultiStepWasDerivedFrom TD, UsedHasAccount UA2
WHERE TD.OPMGraphId = UA2.OPMGraphId AND TD.EffectArtifactId = UA2.ArtifactId );

Figure 4.5: An SQL view: multi-step inference Used*.

CREATE VIEW MultiStepWasTriggeredBy (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId, Account) AS (
SELECT T1.OPMGraphId, T1.EffectProcessId, T1.CauseProcessId, T1.Account
FROM WasTriggeredBy T1
UNION
SELECT UA1.OPMGraphId, UA1.ProcessId, GA1.ProcessId, UA1.Account
FROM UsedHasAccount UA1, WasGeneratedByHasAccount GA1, MultiStepWasDerivedFrom TD
WHERE UA1.OPMGraphId = TD.OPMGraphId AND UA1.ArtifactId = TD.EffectArtifactId AND
GA1.OPMGraphId = TD.OPMGraphId AND TD.CauseArtifactId = GA1.ArtifactId
UNION
SELECT UA2.OPMGraphId, UA2.ProcessId, GA2.ProcessId, GA2.Account
FROM UsedHasAccount UA2, WasGeneratedByHasAccount GA2, MultiStepWasDerivedFrom TD
WHERE UA2.OPMGraphId = TD.OPMGraphId AND UA2.ArtifactId = TD.EffectArtifactId AND
GA2.OPMGraphId = TD.OPMGraphId AND TD.CauseArtifactId = GA2.ArtifactId );

Figure 4.6: An SQL view: multi-step inference WasTriggeredBy*.

demonstrate querying capabilities of OPMP ROV, we express some of these queries in SQL that is
executable over our database schema. In particular, in Figure 4.7, we present 15 provenance queries
in English and SQL. In the following, we describe some of these more advanced queries that use
reasoning via the recursive views. First, query CQ1, which asks for CSV files that contributed to a
given detection, uses view MultiStepWasGeneratedBy to find all process identifiers that contributed
to the generation of the artifact with the value “detectID”. It then retrieves artifacts that are CSV
files used by those processes. The MultiStepWasGeneratedBy view is also used in a similar fashion
in query OQ8. Second, query OQ4, which asks why a certain entry is presented in a database, uses
view MultiStepWasTriggeredBy to find all processes that directly or indirectly triggered a process
that generated an artifact with a given value (e.g., “ccdID”). It then returns those process values
along with their count. This view is also used in queries CQ3 and OQ13. Finally, query OQ13,
which asks for artifact and process dependency views, can be directly satisfied by two SQL queries
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that retrieve all data from views MultiStepWasTriggeredBy and MultiStepWasDerivedFrom. None
of the presented queries required to access view MultiStepUsed.

Figure 4.7: Provenance queries for the Third Provenance Challenge questions.
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4.5

Experimental Study

In this section, we report on our experimental study that explored the performance of the data insertion and provenance challenge queries over various datasets. The proposed database schema
for OPMP ROV was created in RDBMS DB2 (v9.7.0.441), and the OPMXMLInsert algorithm was
implemented using the C# programming language for data insertion performance experiments.
The experiments presented below were conducted on a PC with one 2.4 GHz Pentium IV processor and 1 GB main memory, running the Windows XP Professional operating system. In all the
experiments, we show the results as the average of 100 trials.

4.5.1

Data Insertion Performance Experiments

To perform data insertion, we created the tables and views described in Figure 4.1 and selected
seven OPM-compliant XML documents generated by different participants of the Third Provenance Challenge [15], including the datasets posted by teams UvA/VL-e (University of Amsterdam), UoM (University of Manchester), TetherlessPC3 (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute/Tetherless
World Constellation), NCSA (National Center for Supercomputing Applications), SotonUSCISIPc3
(University of Southampton and USC/ISI), SDSCPc3 (San Diego Supercomputer Center), and
UCDGC (UC Davis Genome Center). The data insertion performance for these datasets is reported in Figure 4.8(a), where the datasets are shown in the ascending order of their sizes. The
results for data insertion showed to load all the datasets in less than 100 milliseconds.
To explore the data insertion performance and scalability on larger datasets, we generated five
XML documents according to the OPM XML schema [13] , which represent the OPM graphs with
varying complexity in which the total number of nodes and edges is 150,000 (17.89 MB), 300,000
(35.83 MB), 450,000 (53.69 MB), 600,000 (71.56 MB), and 750,000 (89.43 MB), respectively.
The results for these datasets are reported in Figure 4.8(b).The data loading performance revealed
the stable linear scalability with the data insertion rate of around four megabytes per second.
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(a) Data insertion performance accross different datasets of the Third Provenance Challenge.

(b) Data insertion performance on the OPM graphs with varying complexity.

Figure 4.8: Data insertion performance over various datasets.

4.5.2

Provenance Query Performance Experiments

OPMP ROV was evaluated on 15 queries defined by the Third Provenance Challenge and expressed
in SQL over our database schema as shown in Figure 4.7. Note that no participants have provided
an answer to OQ2 in the Third Provenance Challenge [15]; therefore, our experiments exclude
OQ2. The queries were executed over two different datasets stored into the OPMP ROV system.
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Since the two datasets only contained retrospective provenance compliant with OPM, we additionally generated related prospective provenance that was also stored into the provenance store. The
query performance experiments on the UCDGC dataset (426 KB) and the TetherlessPC3 dataset
(40 KB) are reported in Figures 4.9. The results returned by the queries were compared with those
provided by the UCDGC and TetherlessPC3 teams to ensure correctness [15]. Overall, the query
evaluation in OPMP ROV showed to be very efficient, returning results within a few milliseconds
for queries CQ2, OQ1, OQ3, OQ5, OQ6, OQ7, OQ10, OQ11, and OQ12 that did not compute transitive closures and within a few seconds for queries CQ1, CQ3, OQ4, OQ8, OQ9, and OQ13 that
required evaluation of recursive views. Non-recursive queries were performed faster on the smaller
dataset, however the recursive ones (except OQ13) showed to be faster on the larger dataset. This
is explained by the fact that even though the UCDGC XML document was larger in size than
the TetherlessPC3 XML document, the number of tuples computed by views MultiStepWasTriggeredBy and MultiStepWasGeneratedBy was substantially smaller for the UCDGC dataset. On
the other hand, the TetherlessPC3 dataset contained no XML elements with the wasDerivedFrom
name, resulting in empty relation WasDerivedFrom and empty view MultiStepWasDerivedFrom.
Therefore, since OQ13 required the evaluation of the two SQL queries that accessed views MultiStepWasTriggeredBy and MultiStepWasDerivedFrom, OQ13 was just a few milliseconds faster on
the smaller dataset.
Moreover, to explore the scalability of queries CQ1, CQ3, OQ4, and OQ8 that required computation of recursive views, OPMP ROV was evaluated on larger datasets. The response times for
these queries and four database size settings are reported in Figure 4.10. Overall, the queries with
recursive views showed satisfactory performance, returning results within around 40 seconds for
the provenance dataset with 250,000 nodes and edges (66.25 MB), however additional experiments
involving larger datasets and server-class machines are required in the future.
Finally, we conducted an experiment to compare the query performance of OPMP ROV with
the query performance of Karma [61]. While OPMP ROV’s storage facility was solely based on
relational database technology, Karma stored an XML document as a value of an XML-typed
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(a) The query performance on the UCDGC dataset.

(b) The query performance on the TetherlessPC3 dataset.

Figure 4.9: OPMP ROV query performance over two different datasets.

column in a relational table and, as a result, used both SQL and XPath queries to answer provenance
queries. Another significant difference between the two systems was their inference support. While
OPMP ROV used recursive views to implement OPM’s multi-step inference rules, Karma had no
inference support for multi-step edges defined in the OPM model [18]. Therefore, due to these
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Figure 4.10: OPMP ROV query performance for recursive views.

Figure 4.11: Query performance over OPMP ROV and Karma.

implementation differences, we report our comparison observation without further analysis. In
this experiment, we evaluated queries CQ1, CQ2, CQ3, OQ1, OQ3, OQ5, OQ10, OQ11, OQ12,
and OQ13 over a single OPM-compliant XML document with 60 nodes and 144 edges that was
generated by the Karma team for the Third Provenance Challenge [15]. The experiment results are
reported in Figure 4.11. For all queries, the response times of OPMP ROV were smaller than those
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of Karma, even though Karma did not perform transitive closure inference for queries CQ1 and
CQ3.
4.6

Summary

In this chapter, we designed a relational database schema that supports prospective and retrospective provenance. We then proposed an efficient data mapping algorithm, OPMXMLInsert that
stores OPM-compliant provenance data into our OPMP ROV store. Then, we showed that our
OPMP ROV can sufficiently support provenance reasoning defined in the OPM model using recursive views and SQL queries alone without any additional reasoning engine. To evaluate the
performance of OPMP ROV, we conducted experiments on data insertion and provenance querying. Our case study demonstrated that OPMP ROV could answer all but one query out of the 16
queries defined in the Third Provenance Challenge.
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CHAPTER 5
PROVENANCE QUERY LANGUAGE: OPQL
In this chapter, we propose OPQL, an OPM-level provenance query language, that is directly
defined over the Open Provenance Model (OPM). An OPQL query takes an OPM graph as input
and produces an OPM graph as output. Therefore, OPQL queries are not tightly coupled to the
underlying provenance storage strategies.
5.1

The Problem

As discussed previously, most existing systems [61], [25], [28], [54] store provenance data in their
provenance stores of proprietary provenance models and conduct provenance querying using query
languages, such as SQL, SPARQL, and XQuery over the physical provenance storages (i.e., RDB,
RDF, and XML). Such query languages are closely coupled to the underlying provenance storage
strategies, and therefore users have to know the structures or schemas of such provenance storages,
as well as semantics of provenance models that have been applied to the provenance storages to
formulate provenance queries. Moreover, users require the expertise about grammars, syntax, and
semantics of such languages to formulate complicated provenance queries. For example, using existing approaches, provenance lineage queries (queries for tracking ancestor nodes) often require
users to write recursive queries (directly typing recursive statements or using recursive functionality), which are nontrivial.
To address these issues, in this dissertation, we propose OPQL, an OPM-level provenance
query language that efficiently supports provenance queries. OPQL is a graph query language
that is directly defined over the OPM model [18], which is a standard provenance model in the
community. An OPQL query takes one OPM graph as input and produces an OPM graph as
output; therefore, OPQL queries are not tightly coupled to the underlying storage strategies. In
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particular, to design the OPQL query language, we define six types of graph patterns, an OPMbased graph algebra based on four OPQL operators, and OPQL syntax and semantics. To our best
knowledge, OPQL is a first proposal on the OPM-level provenance query language for scientific
workflows. Moreover, to enhance the accessibility and availability of OPQL, we provide OPQL as
a Web service; therefore, users can invoke the OPQL Web service to execute OPQL queries in a
user-friendly GUI, called OPMP ROV IS, where the result of OPQL queries is displayed as an OPM
graph. To our best knowledge, OPMP ROV supports the first OPM-compliant provenance querying
service for scientific workflows.
5.2

The OPQL Provenance Query Language

In this section, we describe the OPQL query language to efficiently support provenance queries. We
first formalize the OPM model which is used as a fundamental provenance model for OPQL. Next,
we define six types of graph patterns which are the main building blocks of an OPQL query and an
OPM-based graph algebra for OPQL. We then propose OPQL syntax and semantics. Finally, we
discuss how provenance queries can be expressed in OPQL.

5.2.1

Formalizing the OPM Model

The OPM model [18] is a standard provenance model in the community to facilitate and promote
provenance interoperability among heterogeneous systems. In essence, the OPM model consists of
a directed graph expressing the dependencies (i.e., how “things” depended on others and resulted
in specific states). An OPM graph is composed of three types of nodes (i.e., Artifact, Process, and
Agent) and five types of edges (i.e., WasGeneratedBy, Used, WasDerivedFrom, WasTriggeredBy,
and WasControlledBy), which represent causal dependencies between nodes. An artifact is an
immutable piece of state, a process is an action or a series of actions, and an agent is a contextual
entity acting as a catalyst of a process. The five edges are described through the following sample
provenance graph.
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Figure 5.1: A sample OPM graph.

In Figure 5.1 (which is an example OPM graph that can be generated via the execution of the
Load Workflow defined in the Third Provenance Challenge [15]), an artifact, process, and agent
are represented as an ellipse, rectangle, and octagon shape, respectively, and an edge is represented
by an arc and denotes the presence of a causal dependency between the source of the arc (the
effect) and the destination of the arc (the cause). As depicted in Figure 5.1, the edges represent
the following causal dependencies: (1) edge Used (u1 -u12 ): p1 used a1 , p2 used a1 and a2 , p3 used
a3 , and so on; (2) edge WasGeneratedBy (g1 -g8 ): a2 was generated by p1 , a3 was generated by
p2 , a4 was generated by p5 , and so on; (3) edge WasDerivedFrom (d1 , d2 ): a2 was derived from
a1 and a3 was derived from a2 ; (4) edge WasTriggeredBy (t1 ): p2 was triggered by p1 ; (5) edge
WasControlledBy (c1 , c2 ): p1 and p2 were controlled by ag1 , respectively. More details on the
constituents of the OPM graph can be found in [18].
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Based on the OPM model, we formalize an OPM graph as follows. An OPM graph OG =
(V, E) consists of:
1. a set of vertices V = A ∪ P ∪ AG , where A is a set of artifacts, P is a set of processes, and
AG is a set of agents;
2. a set of edges E = Eu ∪ Eg ∪ Ed ∪ Et ∪ Ec , where i) Eu ⊆ P × A and (p, a) ∈ Eu states that
process p used artifact a, ii) Eg ⊆ A × P and (a, p) ∈ Eg states that artifact a was generated
by process p, iii) Ed ⊆ A × A and (a1 , a2 ) ∈ Ed states that artifact a1 was derived from
artifact a2 , iv) Et ⊆ P × P and (p1 , p2 ) ∈ Et states that process p1 was triggered by process
p2 , and v) Ec ⊆ P × AG and (p, ag) ∈ Ec states that process p was controlled by agent ag.

In particular, we use a tuple, a list of name and value pairs, to denote the properties of nodes
and edges in an OPM graph. Figure 5.2 shows a sample OPM graph that represents dependencies
associated with process p2 in Figure 5.1.

graph OG {
node v1 <id=‘a2 ’, value=‘’>;
node v2 <id=‘a3 ’, value=‘’>;
node v3 <id=‘p1 ’, value=‘IsCSVReadyFileExists’>;
node v4 <id=‘p2 ’, value=‘ReadCSVReadyFile’>;
node v5 <id=‘ag1 ’, value=‘John’>;
edge e1 (v4 ,v1 )<id=‘u2 ’, role=‘used’>;
edge e2 (v2 ,v4 )<id=‘g2 ’, role=‘wasGeneratedBy’>;
edge e3 (v4 ,v3 )<id=‘t1 ’, role=‘wasTriggeredBy’>;
edge e4 (v4 ,v5 )<id=‘c2 ’, role=‘wasControlledBy’>;
};
Figure 5.2: A sample OPM graph representing dependencies associated with process p2 .
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5.2.2

Graph Patterns

We extend the notion of graph pattern proposed in [98] to efficiently support provenance queries
over an OPM graph. In this work, we define six types of graph patterns, which are the main
building blocks of an OPQL query.
Definition 5.2.1 (Graph Pattern: Type B) A graph pattern Pb is a pair (M, C), where M is a
graph motif and C is a predicate on the properties of the motif. Figure 5.3 shows a sample graph
pattern of Pb .

graph Pb {
node v1 ;
node v2 ;
}
where v1 .value = ‘butter’
and v2 .value = ‘bake’;
Figure 5.3: A sample graph pattern of Pb .

Definition 5.2.2 (Graph Pattern: Type O) A graph pattern Po is a triple (M, O, C), where M is a
graph motif, O is an inverse-functional one-to-many mapping that returns a set of nodes that have
direct causal dependencies associated with a node, and C is a predicate on the properties of the motif. To efficiently handle five causal dependencies between nodes defined in the OPM model [18], O
is composed of ten types of mapping functions (i.e., O ∈ {Ou , Oû , Og , Oĝ , Od , Odˆ, Ot , Ot̂ , Oc , Oĉ })
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as defined below:
Ou (p) = {a | (p, a) ∈ Eu }
Oû (a) = {p | (p, a) ∈ Eu }
Og (a) = {p | (a, p) ∈ Eg }
Oĝ (p) = {a | (a, p) ∈ Eg }
Od (a1 ) = {a2 | (a1 , a2 ) ∈ Ed }
(5.1)
Odˆ(a2 ) = {a1 | (a1 , a2 ) ∈ Ed }
Ot (p1 ) = {p2 | (p1 , p2 ) ∈ Et }
Ot̂ (p2 ) = {p1 | (p1 , p2 ) ∈ Et }
Oc (p) = {ag | (p, ag) ∈ Ec }
Oĉ (ag) = {p | (p, ag) ∈ Ec }
Graph pattern Po is a derived graph pattern. It enables users to efficiently formulate complicated
provenance queries. Figure 5.4 shows a sample graph pattern of Po . In Figure 5.4, the former
(graph pattern Po ) is derived by the latter (graph pattern Pb ).
Next, we define the following four graph patterns to efficiently support tracking of ancestor
nodes.
Definition 5.2.3 (Graph Pattern: Type D) A graph pattern Pd is a triple (M, D, C), where M is
a graph motif, D is an inverse-functional one-to-many mapping that returns a set of artifacts that
were applied to derive an artifact, and C is a predicate on the properties of the motif. D is defined
as:

D(a) =

[

D(a0 ) ∪ Od (a)

(5.2)

a0 ∈Od (a)

Graph pattern Pd is a derived graph pattern. It enables users to efficiently formulate recursive
queries to track ancestor nodes regarding artifacts. For example, Figure 5.5 shows a sample graph
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graph Po {
node v1 ;
node v2 ;
}
used
mapping Ou : v1 −−→ v2
where v1 .id = ‘p1 ’;
(is derived by)
graph Pb {
node v1 ;
node v2 ;
}
where e1 (v1 , v2 ).role = ‘used’
and v1 .id = ‘p1 ’;
Figure 5.4: A sample graph pattern of Po .

pattern of Pd . In Figure 5.5, the former (graph pattern Pd ) is derived by the latter (graph pattern
Pb ) via the recursive graph pattern of Pb , which is represented in the with ˜ union all clause.
Definition 5.2.4 (Graph Pattern: Type T) A graph pattern Pt is a triple (M, T, C), where M is a
graph motif, T is an inverse-functional one-to-many mapping that returns a set of processes that
were applied to trigger a process, and C is a predicate on the properties of the motif. T is defined
as:

T (p) =

[

T (p0 ) ∪ Ot (p)

(5.3)

p0 ∈Ot (p)

Graph pattern Pt is also a derived graph pattern. It enables users to efficiently formulate recursive queries to track ancestor nodes regarding processes. Figure 5.6 shows a sample graph
pattern of Pt , where the former (graph pattern Pt ) is derived by the latter (graph pattern Pb ) via the
recursive graph pattern of Pb , which is represented in the with ˜ union all clause.
Definition 5.2.5 (Graph Pattern: Type G) A graph pattern Pg is a triple (M, G, C), where M is
a graph motif, G is an inverse-functional one-to-many mapping that returns a set of processes that
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graph Pd {
node v1 ;
node v2 ;
}
wasDerivedF rom∗
mapping D : v1 −−−−−−−−−−−→ v2
where v1 .id = ‘an ’;
(is derived by)
with graph Pb as A {
node A.v1 ;
node A.v2 ;
}
where A.e1 (A.v1 , A.v2 ).role = ‘wasDerivedFrom’
and A.v1 .id = ‘an ’;
union all
graph Pb as R {
node R.v1 ;
node R.v2 ;
}
where R.e1 (R.v1 , R.v2 ).role = ‘wasDerivedFrom’
and R.v1 .id = A.v2 .id;
Figure 5.5: A sample graph pattern of Pd .

were applied to generate an artifact, and C is a predicate on the properties of the motif. G is defined
as:

G(a) =

[

T (p0 ) ∪ Og (a)

(5.4)

p0 ∈Og (a)

Definition 5.2.6 (Graph Pattern: Type U) A graph pattern Pu is a triple (M, U, C), where M is
a graph motif, U is an inverse-functional one-to-many mapping that returns a set of artifacts that
were used by a process, and C is a predicate on the properties of the motif. U is defined as:

U (p) =

[
a0 ∈Ou (p)

D(a0 ) ∪ Ou (p)

(5.5)
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graph Pt {
node v1 ;
node v2 ;
}
wasT riggeredBy ∗

mapping T : v1 −−−−−−−−−−→ v2
where v1 .id = ‘pm ’;
(is derived by)
with graph Pb as A {
node A.v1 ;
node A.v2 ;
}
where A.e1 (A.v1 , A.v2 ).role = ‘wasTriggeredBy’
and A.v1 .id = ‘pm ’;
union all
graph Pb as R {
node R.v1 ;
node R.v2 ;
}
where R.e1 (R.v1 , R.v2 ).role = ‘wasTriggeredBy’
and R.v1 .id = A.v2 .id;
Figure 5.6: A sample graph pattern of Pt .

As described above, graph patterns Pg and Pu are derived graph patterns. These graph patterns
enable users to efficiently formulate recursive queries to track ancestor nodes regarding processes
and artifacts, respectively. In a similar fashion, sample graph patterns of Pg and Pu can be described.
Next, we define three types of graph pattern matching which generalize subgraph isomorphism
over six graph patterns.
Definition 5.2.7 (Graph Pattern Matching α) A graph pattern Pb is matched with a graph OG
if there exists an injective mapping φα : V (M ) → V (OG) such that i) For ∀ e(u, v) ∈ E(M ),
(φα (u), φα (v)) is an edge in OG, and ii) predicate Cφα (OG) holds.
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Definition 5.2.8 (Graph Pattern Matching β) A graph pattern Po is matched with a graph OG
if there exists an injective mapping φβ : V (M ) → V (OG) such that i) For ∀ e(u, v) ∈ E(M ),
(φβ (u), φβ (v)) is an edge in OG, ii) function Oφβ (OG) holds, and iii) predicate Cφβ (OG) holds.
Definition 5.2.9 (Graph Pattern Matching γ) Each of graph patterns (Pd , Pt , Pg , and Pu ) is matched
with a graph OG if there exists an injective mapping φγ : V (M ) → V (OG) such that i) For ∀ e(u, v)
∈ E(M ), (φγ (u), φγ (v)) is an edge in OG, ii) each function (Dφγ (OG), Tφγ (OG), Gφγ (OG), and
Uφγ (OG)) holds, and iii) each predicate Cφγ (OG) holds.
To denote the binding between a graph pattern and an OPM graph, we define a matched graph
as follows.
Definition 5.2.10 (Matched Graph) Given an injective mapping φ ∈ {φα , φβ , φγ } between a pattern P ∈ {Pb , Po , Pd , Pt , Pg , Pu } and an OPM graph OG, a matched graph is a triple (φ, P , OG)
and is defined as φP (OG).

5.2.3

OPM-Based Graph Algebra

We propose an OPM-based graph algebra for the OPQL query language. The OPM-based graph
algebra is based on four operators, which operate on an OPM graph. Each operator takes one
OPM graph as input and produces another OPM graph as output. In particular, each of the union,
intersection, and difference operators is basically operated on one OPM graph, but these operators
take two OPM subgraphs produced by other queries as input and produce an OPM graph as output.
We define the following four operators to manipulate and query an OPM graph.

5.3.3.1 Extract operator (δ)
One of the most frequent operations performed on an OPM graph is the extraction of a set of nodes
and edges, which are constituents of an OPM graph. An extract operator is defined using a graph
pattern P . It takes one OPM graph (OG) as input and produces a new OPM graph that matches the
graph pattern as output, denoted by δP (OG). For example, let Figure 5.1 be an OPM graph (OG).
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You might want to find all the artifacts that contributed to derive artifact a6 . Using the extract
operator, this query can be expressed as:

δ[Pd :D(a6 )] (OG)

(5.6)

This query first generalizes a matched graph which consists of a set of artifacts (a1 -a6 ) and a
set of edges (d1 -d5 ) via the graph pattern matching γ (i.e., φγ ), and then it produces a new OPM
graph by combining information from the matched graph. The output of the extract operator is an
OPM graph:
δp (OG) = φP (OG)

(5.7)

Next, we define the following three operators (union, intersection, and difference). These operators are basically operated on one OPM graph, but they take two OPM subgraphs produced by
other queries as input and produce an OPM graph as output. Let OG be an OPM graph, and let
OG1 and OG2 be the output of δP1 (OG) and δP2 (OG), respectively. Given two OPM subgraphs
OG1 = (V1 , E1 ) and OG2 = (V2 , E2 ), where OG1 and OG2 ⊆ OG, these operators are defined as
follows.

5.3.3.2 Union operator (∪)
The union operator calculates the union of two OPM subgraphs. A union operation is defined by
OG1 ∪ OG2 , resulting in an OPM graph OG0 = (V 0 , E 0 ), where
V 0 = {v | v ∈ V1 or v ∈ V2 }
(5.8)
0

E = {e | e ∈ E1 or e ∈ E2 }
For example, let Figure 5.7(a) be an OPM graph (OG). Then, Figure 5.7(b) and Figure 5.7(c)
represent the output of δ[Pd :D(a5 )] (OG) and δ[Pd :D(a8 )] (OG), respectively. You might want to find
all the artifacts that contributed to derive either artifact a5 or artifact a8 over OPM graph OG. Using
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the union operator, this query can be expressed as δ[Pd :D(a5 )] (OG) ∪ δ[Pd :D(a8 )] (OG). The result of
the query is shown in Figure 5.7(d).

5.3.3.3 Intersection operator (∩)
The intersection operator calculates the intersection of two OPM subgraphs. An intersection operation is defined by OG1 ∩ OG2 , resulting in an OPM graph OG0 = (V 0 , E 0 ), where
V 0 = {v | v ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2 }
(5.9)
0

E = {e | e ∈ E1 and e ∈ E2 }
For example, you might want to find all the artifacts that contributed to derive both artifact a5 and
artifact a8 over OPM graph OG. Using the intersection operator, this query can be expressed as
δ[Pd :D(a5 )] (OG) ∩ δ[Pd :D(a8 )] (OG). The result of the query is shown in Figure 5.7(e).

5.3.3.4 Difference operator (−)
The difference operator calculates the difference of two OPM subgraphs. A difference operation is
defined by OG1 − OG2 , resulting in an OPM graph OG0 = (V 0 , E 0 ), where
V 0 = {v | v ∈ V1 and v ∈
/ V2 }
(5.10)
0

E = {e | e ∈ E1 and e ∈
/ E2 }
For example, you might want to find all the artifacts that contributed to derive artifact a5 , but not
artifact a3 over OPM graph OG. Using the difference operator, this query can be expressed as
δ[Pd :D(a5 )] (OG) − δ[Pd :D(a3 )] (OG). The result of the query is shown in Figure 5.7(f).

5.3.3.5 Example Provenance Queries Expressed using the OPM-based Graph Algebra
To evaluate the feasibility of the operators defined in the OPM-based graph algebra, we use eight
example provenance queries, which require the computation of transitive relationships to track ancestor nodes. These queries, including four queries (Q1-Q4) for the Load Workflow defined in the
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Figure 5.7: The output produced by the operation of different operators.

Third Provenance Challenge [15] and four queries (Q5-Q8) for a synthetic workflow consisting of
a large number of steps, can be expressed using our OPM-based graph algebra (these queries can
be also expressed in OPQL as shown later in Figure 5.14). First, let OG1 and OG2 be the OPM
graphs produced by the execution of the Load Workflow and synthetic workflow, respectively.
Then, as depicted in Table 5.1, query Q1, which asks for CSV files that contributed to a given detection, can be answered by a query expressed as δ[Pd :D(0 detectID0 )] (OG1 ) ∩ δ[Pb :value=0 %CSV %0 ] (OG1 ).
It first finds all the artifacts that contributed to derive the artifact with the value “detectID” by
δ[Pd :D(0 detectID0 )] (OG1 ), and then it retrieves these artifacts whose value is CSV files via the intersection with δ[Pb :value=0 %CSV %0 ] (OG1 ). Similarly, query Q5 can be answered by δ[Pd :D(an )] (OG2 ).
Second, query Q2, which asks for steps that were completed successfully before the halt occurred,
can be answered by a query expressed as δ[Pg :G(0 %success%0 )] (OG1 ) to find all the processes that
contributed to generate artifacts with the value “%success%”. In a similar fashion, the answers of
queries Q3, Q4, and Q8 can be expressed as depicted in Table 5.1. Finally, query Q6, which asks
for a process dependency view for all the steps that contributed to trigger the last step (id = pn ), can
be satisfied by using δ[Pt :T (pn )] (OG2 ) and query Q7, which asks for a data dependency view for all
the data products that were directly or indirectly used by the last step (id = pn ), can be satisfied by
using δ[Pu :U (pn )] (OG2 ).
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Table 5.1: The provenance queries expressed using the OPM-based graph algebra.
Q1:
Q2:
Q3:
Q4:
Q5:
Q6:
Q7:
Q8:

5.2.4

For a given detection (detectID), which CSV files contributed to it?
⇒ δ[Pd :D(0 detectID0 )] (OG1 ) ∩ δ[Pb :value=0 %CSV %0 ] (OG1 )
Which steps were completed successfully before the halt occurred?
⇒ δ[Pg :G(0 %success%0 )] (OG1 )
Why is this entry (ccdID) in the database?
⇒ δ[Pg :G(0 ccdID0 )] (OG1 )
Which operation executions were necessary for the Image table to contain a particular value?
⇒ δ[Pg :G(0 %Image%0 )] (OG1 )
Display dependencies of all the data products that contributed to derive the last data product (id = an ).
⇒ δ[Pd :D(an )] (OG2 )
Display dependencies of all the steps that were applied to trigger the last step (id = pn ).
⇒ δ[Pt :T (pn )] (OG2 )
Display dependencies of all the data products that were used by the last step (id = pn ).
⇒ δ[Pu :U (pn )] (OG2 )
Display dependencies of all the steps that contributed to generate the last data product (id = an ).
⇒ δ[Pg :G(an )] (OG2 )

OPQL Syntax and Semantics

We present an OPQL syntax that is required to formulate OPQL queries and a formal semantics for
OPQL constructs. OPQL queries are formulated against an OPM graph displayed by a graphical
user interface.

5.3.4.1 OPQL Syntax
OPQL queries are built from the following syntax as depicted in Figure 5.8. An OPQL query is
composed of either a basic query or a set operation of two queries via set operators (i.e., UNION,
INTERSECT, and MINUS). A basic query can be one of the single-node constructs (A, P, and AG),
one of the single-step-edge-forward constructs (USD, WGB, WCB, WDF, and WTB), one of the
single-step-edge-backward constructs (U SD∧ , W GB ∧ , W CB ∧ , W DF ∧ , and W T B ∧ ), or one of
the multi-step-edge constructs (USD*, WGB*, WDF*, and WTB*). Each of these constructs has
an argument (arg) in a bracket, and an argument for a construct can be either a node expression
(Xn ) or a basic query. If a construct has a basic query as an argument, it means a nested OPQL
query; otherwise, it means a simple OPQL query. A node expression (Xn ) can be expressed by an
artifact node expression (Xa ), a process node expression (Xp ), or an agent node expression (Xag ).
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query :: = basic-query
| query UNION query
| query INTERSECT query
| query MINUS query
basic-query :: = single-node construct (arg)
| single-step-edge-forward construct (arg)
| single-step-edge-backward construct (arg)
| multi-step-edge construct (arg)
single-node construct :: = A | P | AG
single-step-edge-forward construct :: =
USD | WGB | WCB | WDF | WTB
single-step-edge-backward construct :: =
U SD∧ | W GB ∧ | W CB ∧ | W DF ∧ | W T B ∧
multi-step-edge construct :: =
USD* | WGB* | WDF* | WTB*
arg :: = basic-query | node-expression (Xn )
node-expression (Xn ) :: = artifact-node-expression (Xa )
| process-node-expression (Xp )
| agent-node-expression (Xag )
artifact-node-expression (Xa ) :: =
artifact-identifier (an ) | %artifact-value% (aν ) | a∗
process-node-expression (Xp ) :: =
process-identifier (pn ) | %process-value% (pν ) | p∗
agent-node-expression (Xag ) :: =
agent-identifier (agn ) | %agent-value% (agν ) | ag ∗
Figure 5.8: The OPQL Syntax.

The node expressions of an artifact, process, and agent can be a node identifier (i.e., an , pn , or agn ),
a node value (i.e., aν , pν , or agν ) starting and ending with % , or a wildcard (i.e., a∗ , p∗ , or ag ∗ ),
respectively.

5.3.4.2 OPQL Semantics
Let OG = (V, E) be an OPM graph such that V = A ∪ P ∪ AG and E = Eu ∪ Eg ∪ Ec ∪ Ed ∪ Et ,
as defined in Section 3.1. First, each node expression Xn (i.e., Xn ∈ {Xa , Xp , Xag }) is defined as
a function that maps an OPM graph (OG) to a set of vertices such that Xn (OG) returns a subset of
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kan k = {an }
kpn k = {pn }
kagn k = {agn }
kaν k = {an | an ∈ ids(aν ) and an ∈ A}
kpν k = {pn | pn ∈ ids(pν ) and pn ∈ P }
kagν k = {agn | agn ∈ ids(agν ) and agn ∈ AG}
ka∗ k = {an | an ∈ A}
kp∗ k = {pn | pn ∈ P }
kag ∗ k = {agn | agn ∈ AG}

Figure 5.9: The semantics of node expression Xn .

A(Xa ) = {an | an ∈ Xa }
P (Xp ) = {pn | pn ∈ Xp }
AG(Xag ) = {agn | agn ∈ Xag }
U SD(Xp ) = {an | pn ∈ Xp and (pn , an ) ∈ Eu }
W GB(Xa ) = {pn | an ∈ Xa and (an , pn ) ∈ Eg }
W CB(Xp ) = {agn | pn ∈ Xp and (pn , agn ) ∈ Ec }
W DF (Xa ) = {an2 | an1 ∈ Xa and (an1 , an2 ) ∈ Ed }
W T B(Xp ) = {pn2 | pn1 ∈ Xp and (pn1 , pn2 ) ∈ Et }
U SD∧ (Xa ) = {pn | an ∈ Xa and (pn , an ) ∈ Eu }
W GB ∧ (Xp ) = {an | pn ∈ Xp and (an , pn ) ∈ Eg }
W CB ∧ (Xag ) = {pn | agn ∈ Xag and (pn , agn ) ∈ Ec }
W DF ∧ (Xa ) = {an1 | an2 ∈ Xa and (an1 , an2 ) ∈ Ed }
W T B ∧ (Xp ) = {pn1 | pn2 ∈ Xp and (pn1 , pn2 ) ∈ Et }

Figure 5.10: The semantics of the single-node and single-step-edge-forward (backward) constructs.

V as depicted in Figure 5.9, where ids(nν ) returns those nodes satisfying node value nν ∈ {aν , pν ,
agν }.
We define the following three types of OPQL constructs including single-node constructs,
single-step-edge-forward constructs, and single-step-edge-backward constructs. First, the singlenode constructs play a role to efficiently retrieve nodes in an OPM graph, and they are defined
as functions that take an OPM graph OG = (V, E) and a node expression Xn and return those
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W DF ∗ (Xa ) = {an |

[

W DF ∗ (an ) ∪ W DF (Xa )}

an ∈W DF (Xa )
∗

W T B (Xp ) = {pn |

[

W T B ∗ (pn ) ∪ W T B(Xp )}

pn ∈W T B(Xp )
∗

W GB (Xa ) = {pn |

[

W T B ∗ (pn ) ∪ W GB(Xa )}

pn ∈W GB(Xa )

U SD∗ (Xp ) = {an |

[

W DF ∗ (an ) ∪ U SD(Xp )}

an ∈U SD(Xp )

Figure 5.11: The semantics of the multi-step-edge constructs.

nodes satisfying node expression Xn such that Xn (OG) ⊆ V . Specifically, given single-node
construct Cn (i.e., Cn ∈ {A, P , AG}), OPM graph OG = (V, E), and node expression Xn , the
semantics of the single-node constructs are defined by Cn (Xn , OG) = {n | n ∈ Xn (OG) ⊆ V }.
For convenience, we generally omit OG when writing OPQL constructs and node expressions (as
in Figure 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, and 5.14). Second, the single-step-edge-forward constructs and
single-step-edge-backward constructs play a role to efficiently retrieve the cause node (the destination of an arc) and the effect node (the source of an arc) representing a causal dependency between
two nodes in an OPM graph, respectively. The single-step-edge-forward constructs are defined as
functions that take an OPM graph OG = (V, E) and a node expression Xn for effect nodes and
return cause nodes which have causal dependencies with effect nodes satisfying Xn (OG), while
the single-step-edge-backward constructs are defined as functions that take an OPM graph OG
= (V, E) and a node expression Xn for cause nodes and return effect nodes which have causal
dependencies with cause nodes satisfying Xn (OG). Specifically, given single-step-edge-forward
construct Ce (i.e., Ce ∈ {U SD, W GB, W CB, W DF , W T B}), single-step-edge-backward construct Cê (i.e., Cê ∈ {U SD∧ , W GB ∧ , W CB ∧ , W DF ∧ , W T B ∧ }), OPM graph OG = (V, E),
and node expression Xn , the semantics of the single-step-edge-forward constructs and single-stepedge-backward constructs are defined by Ce (Xn , OG) = {ncause | nef f ect ∈ Xn and (nef f ect , ncause )
∈ E} and Cê (Xn , OG) = {nef f ect | ncause ∈ Xn and (nef f ect , ncause ) ∈ E}, respectively. More details on the semantics of these constructs are shown in Figure 5.10.
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Next, we define the multi-step-edge constructs (i.e., W DF ∗ , W T B ∗ , W GB ∗ , and U SD∗ ) as
functions that take an OPM graph OG = (V, E) and a node expression Xn and return all the nodes
which have direct or indirect causal dependencies (i.e., transitive relationships) with those nodes
satisfying Xn (OG). These constructs allow user to efficiently track ancestor nodes without formulating recursive queries. For example, let Figure 5.7(a) be an OPM graph (OG) as input. Then,
multi-step-edge construct W DF ∗ (a5 ) returns all the artifacts that contributed to derive artifact
a5 . That is, it returns a set of artifacts {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 } by the computation of transitive relationships associated with artifact a5 via existing causal dependencies (i.e., {(a5 , a4 ), (a5 , a3 ), (a4 , a3 ),
(a3 , a2 ), (a3 , a1 ), (a2 , a1 )} ⊂ Ed ). The semantics of these multi-step-edge constructs are depicted
in Figure 5.11.
A simple OPQL query is formulated by only an OPQL construct which has a node expression
as an argument. Then, through graph pattern matching over the nodes returned by the computation
of a single construct, a new OPM graph as output is extracted. In a similar way, a nested OPQL
query is formulated by a combination of the OPQL constructs, and a new OPM graph as output is
extracted via graph pattern matching over all the nodes that were returned by the computation of all
the constructs in a nested OPQL query. To give a better understanding, we present simple OPQL
query examples in Figure 5.12, where the description of the OPQL constructs and the graphical
query results are described.
In addition, an OPQL query can be expressed using a set operator between two OPQL queries
since the result of a basic query is an OPM graph which consists of a set of vertices and a set
of edges. For example, given two OPQL queries Q1 and Q2 , a new OPQL query combining
these two queries can be formulated using set operators UNION, INTERSECT, and MINUS (e.g.,
Q1 UNION Q2 , Q1 INTERSECT Q2 , and Q1 MINUS Q2 ). More details on the OPQL query
expression are discussed in the following section.
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Figure 5.12: The description of the OPQL constructs and the graphical query results.

5.2.5

Expressing Provenance Queries in OPQL

We discuss how provenance queries can be expressed in OPQL. As described in Section 3.4, an
OPQL query is expressed as a combination of OPQL constructs, each of which corresponds to each
of the graph patterns. The OPQL query language provides users with effective query formulation.
For example, Figure 5.13 shows two different query expressions that generate a data dependency
graph (DG) for artifact a6 over the OPM graph depicted in Figure 5.1. First, Figure 5.13(a) shows
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Given OPM graph OG,
DG = WDF*(a6 );
(a)
with graph Pb as A {
node A.v1 ;
node A.v2 ;
}
where A.e1 (A.v1 , A.v2 ).role = ‘wasDerivedFrom’
and A.v1 .id = ‘a6 ’;
union all
graph Pb as R {
node R.v1 ;
node R.v2 ;
}
where R.e1 (R.v1 , R.v2 ).role = ‘wasDerivedFrom’
and R.v1 .id = A.v2 .id;
DG = graph { };
for A in doc (OG)
let DG: = graph {
graph DG;
node A.v1 , A.v2 ;
edge A.e1 (A.v1 , A.v2 );
unify DG.v2 , A.v1 where DG.v2 .id = A.v1 ;
}
(b)
Figure 5.13: Two different query expressions that generate a data dependency graph (DG).

an OPQL query expression to answer the query via an OPQL construct, and then Figure 5.13(b)
shows a GraphQL query expression [98], which is expressed by a graph pattern and a FLWR (For,
Let, Where, Return) expression in XQuery. Although the query expressed in GraphQL results in
the same output as that of the OPQL query, the GraphQL query requires users to directly write a
recursive query with a graph pattern; on the other hand, OPQL allows users to effectively formulate the query with just writing WDF*(a6 ). OPQL supports graph queries at a higher level than
GraphQL.
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In addition, to demonstrate the expressiveness of OPQL, we use 16 provenance queries, including three core queries (CQ) and 13 optional queries (OQ) defined in the Third Provenance
Challenge [15]. In particular, we express some of these queries in OPQL that are executable over
our OPMP ROV system. As depicted in Figure 5.14 (which is extended from a figure presented
in [82], where these queries are presented in SQL), we present 13 provenance queries in English,
SQL, and OPQL, respectively. In this dissertation, we omit the description of these queries and
their answers (more details on these query processing can be found in [82]). Instead, we introduce an example about how a provenance query is formulated and answered by SQL and OPQL,
respectively. For query CQ1, which asks for CSV files that contributed to a given detection, SQL
uses relation MultiStepWasGeneratedBy to find all process identifiers contributed to the generation
of the artifact with the value “261887437010025730 (detectID)” and then it retrieves artifacts that
are CSV files used by those processes. On the other hand, OPQL uses construct WGB* to find
all processes that were contributed to generate an artifact whose value is “261887437010025730
(detectID)”, and then it uses construct USD to find artifacts used by those processes, and then it
intersects with construct A(%Detection.csv%) to retrieve artifacts that are CSV files. In terms of
usability, OPQL supports more effective query formulation than SQL; furthermore, as depicted
in Figure 5.15, a query result of an OPQL query is displayed as an OPM graph to give a better
understanding to users, while an SQL query result is a set of tuples (i.e., a table).
5.3

Experimental Study

In this section, we report on our experimental study that explored the performance of OPMP ROV on OPQL provenance querying over various datasets. Before we conduct experiments, we
implement OPQL as a Web service via the OPMP ROV system (we discuss the implementation of
OPQL in the following chapter). We first performed provenance query experiments for OPQL,
and then we performed provenance visualization performance experiments to demonstrate the visualization capability of OPMP ROV. The experiments presented below were conducted on a PC
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Figure 5.14: Provenance queries expressed by OPQL for the Third Provenance Challenge questions.
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Figure 5.15: The sample query results executed by OPQL and SQL.

with one 2.27 GHz dual core processor and 4 GB main memory, running the Windows 7 operating
system. In all the experiments, we show the results as the average of 20 trials.

5.3.1

Provenance Query Performance Experiments

To evaluate the querying performance of OPQL, we used eight provenance queries depicted in
Table I. These queries were executed on the dataset (UCDGC: UC Davis Genome Center), which
represents an OPM graph in which the total number of nodes and edges is 2,909. The query
performance experiments are reported in Figure 5.16(a). Overall, the query evaluation for OPQL
showed to be very efficient, returning results within 0.06 seconds for all the queries (Q1-Q8).
Moreover, to explore the scalability of queries Q5, Q6, Q7, and Q8 that required the more
expensive computation of transitive relationships in the OPM graph, we used four OPM-compliant
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(a) The query performance on the UCDGC dataset.

(b) The query performance on the OPM graphs with varying complexity.

Figure 5.16: OPQL query performance over various datasets.

datasets generated via the simulation over five synthetic workflows, which are a sequential type of
workflows (i.e., a workflow step is connected to only one workflow step) in which the total number
of steps (s) is 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, and 4,000, respectively. Note that the more the number of steps
of the workflow, the more expensive the computation of transitive relationships in the OPM graph.
OPQL queries (i.e., Q5, Q6, Q7, and Q8) were evaluated on these larger datasets. The response
times for these queries are reported in Figure 5.16(b). Overall, these queries showed satisfactory
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performance, returning results within around 12 seconds for the provenance dataset with 20,000
nodes and edges.

(a) The provenance visualization performance across different datasets.

(b) The provenance visualization performance on the OPM graphs with varying complexity.

Figure 5.17: OPMP ROV provenance visualization performance over various datasets.
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5.3.2

Provenance Visualization Performance Experiments

To perform provenance visualization experiments, we selected five OPM-compliant provenance
datasets (which represent the OPM graphs) generated by different participants of the Third Provenance Challenge [15], and then we inserted these datasets into OPMP ROV. The provenance visualization performance for these datasets is reported in Figure 5.17(a), where the datasets are
shown in the ascending order of the total number of nodes and edges. The results for provenance
visualization showed to visualize all the datasets in less than 2 seconds.
To explore the provenance visualization performance and scalability on larger datasets, we used
five OPM-compliant provenance datasets which represent the OPM graphs with varying complexity in which the total number of nodes and edges is 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, and 25,000,
respectively. The results for these datasets are reported in Figure 5.17(b). Overall, the provenance
visualization performance over the larger datasets showed satisfactory performance, returning results within around 26 seconds for the dataset with 25,000 nodes and edges.
5.4

Summary

In this chapter, we designed the OPQL query language, including six types of graph patterns, an
OPM-based graph algebra, and OPQL syntax and semantics, that efficiently supports provenance
queries. We then implemented OPQL as a Web service via our OPMP ROV system; therefore,
users can invoke the Web service to execute OPQL queries in a user-friendly GUI, OPMP ROV IS.
Finally, we conducted experiments to evaluate the performance and feasibility of OPMP ROV on
OPQL provenance querying, and the experimental results showed satisfactory performance. To
our best knowledge, OPQL is the first OPM-level query language and OPM-compliant provenance
querying service for scientific workflows.
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CHAPTER 6
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF OPMP ROV
In this chapter, we first discuss an overall architecture of the OPMP ROV system, which is
a relational database-based provenance system that supports both prospective and retrospective
provenance. We then discuss how our OPMP ROV system, including the OPQL query language
can be implemented.
6.1

Architecture of OPMP ROV

OPMP ROV is a relational database-based scientific workflow provenance system that efficiently
stores, reasons, and queries prospective provenance and retrospective provenance, which is OPMcompliant provenance data (XML data that conforms to the OPM XML schema). As recognized,
the design of OPMP ROV has been motivated by the OPM model [18], which is a standard provenance model to facilitate and promote provenance interoperability among heterogeneous systems.
OPMP ROV uses the OPM model as a conceptual data model to design a native OPM provenance
store, and therefore an input or output of OPMP ROV is OPM-compliant provenance data. OPMP ROV is compliant with the OPM model (v1.1) [18]; therefore, without any transformation between
the OPM model and our provenance model, provenance data represented in XML documents,
which conform to the XML schema specification for the OPM model, can be inserted into OPMP ROV using a data mapping procedure that shreds the XML documents into relational tuples and
stores them in the corresponding relational tables in OPMP ROV. Moreover, OPMP ROV can sufficiently support provenance reasoning (i.e., by completion rules and multi-step inferences) defined
in the OPM model using recursive views and SQL queries alone without any additional reasoning
engine.
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To give a better understanding of the design of OPMP ROV, we describe an architecture of
the OPMP ROV system as shown in Figure 6.1, where the OPMP ROV system interacts with the
V IEW system. Figure 6.1(a) depicts an architecture of OPMP ROV. The OPMP ROV system plays
a role as Provenance Manager of the V IEW system [5], a scientific workflow management system, which consists of six major functional subsystems, including Workbench, Workflow Engine,
Worklfow Monitor, Data Product Manager, Task Manager, and Provenance Manager, as shown
in Figure 6.1(b). OPMP ROV has a three-layer architecture. The provenance presentation layer

Figure 6.1: An overview of the OPMP ROV system.
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provides users with the functionality of data insertion, provenance querying, and provenance visualization via user-friendly GUIs. OPMP ROV supports OPMP ROV ISD (desktop version) and
OPMP ROV ISW (web version) as user-friendly GUIs, which enable users to invoke Web services
via interface IOP M that is defined and described by WSDL (for example, the WSDL definition
of the OPQL Web service can be found in Appendix C). The provenance service layer provides
users with OPM-compliant provenance services. Currently, the OPMP ROV system provides two
Web services that employ two mappings; one is to insert OPM-compliant provenance data into the
OPMP ROV store using XML-to-Relational data mapping that maps OPM-compliant XML documents to relational tuples and the other is to execute OPQL queries from the OPMP ROV store using
OPQL-to-SQL query mapping that translates OPQL queries into SQL queries. These mappings interconnect the provenance service layer and the provenance infrastructure layer, where the latter is
represented by a relational database management system that plays a role as an efficient relational
provenance storage backend. In addition, as shown in Figure 6.1(c), via our proposed provenance
collection framework that interacts with the V IEW system, OPMP ROV can store and manage both
prospective and retrospective provenance. Our OPMP ROV features the native support of the OPM
model.
6.2

Implementation of OPMP ROV

In this section, we discuss how our OPMP ROV can be implemented to query and manage prospective provenance and retrospective provenance, which is OPM-complaint provenance. Basically, we
use relational database technologies to efficiently store and query provenance data. The provenance
store for OPMP ROV is implemented using RDBMS DB2 (v9.7.0.441). As discussed in Chapter
3, both the relational schema for prospective provenance which includes nine relations and the relational schema for retrospective provenance which includes total 33 relations are created in DB2,
respectively. The details on the database schema of OPMP ROV are described in Appendix A and
B. To support the insertion of OPM-compliant provenance data (i.e., XML data that conforms to
the OPM XML schema), we implement the OPMXMLInsert algorithm discussed in Chapter 4 as a
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Web service; therefore, users can store OPM-compliant provenance data into our OPMP ROV store
without any transformation procedure via a user-friendly GUI.

Moreover, to efficiently support query processing of OPM-compliant provenance, we implement the OPQL query language as a Web service using Java and Axis2 on top of the OPMP ROV system. The OPQL Web service takes an OPQL query as input, translates an OPQL query
to an equivalent SQL query and executes the SQL query translated in OPMP ROV, and returns an
OPM graph as output. To invoke these Web services, we implement two kinds of user-friendly
GUIs (i.e., provenance browsers) that allow users to store OPM-compliant provenance data and
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execute OPQL queries: one is OPMP ROV ISD (desktop version) implemented by Java and JGraph
and the other is OPMP ROV ISW (web version) implemented by JSP and mxGraph. Since, in the
OPMP ROV system, efficient provenance visualization, either as part of visualizing a whole OPM
graph or as part of visualizing the query result is important to reduce response time for provenance querying and visualization, we employ an efficient algorithm, called OPMGraphConstruct,
to construct and visualize an OPM graph.
Algorithm 6 shows an efficient algorithm that takes relevant OPM entities from our OPMP ROV store and creates an OPM graph with different levels of account views (an account view
means a view of an OPM graph depending on one account). The algorithm has four steps. As the
first step, OPMGraphConstruct takes as an input OPM-compliant relational databases, retrieves
relevant OPM graph entities from the corresponding tables, and creates datasets Ra , Rp , Rag , Ru ,

Figure 6.2: Visualizing OPM graphs in OPMP ROV ISD and OPMP ROV ISW .
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Rg , Rd , Rc , and Rt that correspond to three OPM nodes and five OPM edges, respectively. In particular, to handle overlapping accounts over an artifact, separate dataset Rov is created via a condition
to check if an artifact has two different accounts. The second step is responsible for creating vertices to be displayed in an OPM graph. OPMGraphConstruct creates vertex datasets Va , Vp , Vag ,
in which each vertex holds one account information. In particular, in the Vov dataset that represents
vertices for overlapping artifacts, each vertex holds both parent and child account information.
The third step is responsible for creating edges to be displayed in an OPM graph. At lines 38-48,
OPMGraphConstruct finds indexes of two vertices (i.e., a process vertex as source and an artifact
vertex as destination) for an Used edge and creates an Used edge via the found indexes. Each
edge created also holds the corresponding account information. Through iteration of creation of an
Used edge, dataset Eu for the Used edges is created. Similarly, lines 49-59 demonstrates creation
of the WasGeneratedBy edges, where indexes of two vertices (i.e., an artifact vertex as source and
a process vertex as destination) for a WasGeneratedBy edge are found and finally dataset Eg is
created. In a similar fashion, datasets Ed , Ec , and Et can be created for edges WasDerivedFrom,
WasControlledBy, and WasTriggeredBy, respectively. Finally, the fourth step is responsible for
creating an OPM graph with different levels of account views based on the created vertices and
edges. OPMGraphConstruct first computes the order of hierarchical account levels over overlapping accounts via recursive queries using additional relation OverlapAccount and creates dataset
R (account, level) that contains the account level corresponding one account, where one account
level has an integer value. Using the account level (default is the maximum value of account levels)
selected by a user interface, an OPM graph with different account views is created and visualized
via a function that finds and collects vertices and edges whose account level is the same as the
account level until the integration condition of the account level taken as an argument meets.
This algorithm is implemented in our user-friendly GUIs (OPMP ROV ISD and OPMP ROV ISW )
to visualizes not only a whole OPM graph but also the result of an OPQL query. Figure 6.2(a)
shows the output of OPQL query WDF*(a4 ) in OPMP ROV ISD and Figure 6.2(b) shows the output
of OPQL query WTB*(p3 ) in OPMP ROV ISW .
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We conclude this dissertation by summarizing our results, discussing our contributions and
presenting future work.
7.1

Summary

In this dissertation, we first proposed a provenance collection framework to capture both prospective and retrospective provenance. We then proposed a relational database-based provenance system that stores, reasons, and queries prospective and retrospective provenance. Then, we proposed
OPQL, an OPM-level provenance query language, that is directly defined over the Open Provenance Model (OPM), which is a standard provenance model. Finally, we presented the design and
implementation of the OPMP ROV system.
7.2

Contributions

Our contributions are elaborated in detail as follows:
• First, to propose a provenance collection mechanism that captures both prospective and retrospective provenance in scientific workflow environments, (i) we designed a provenance
model that models both prospective and retrospective provenance as an extension to the
Open Provenance Model (OPM), which only models retrospective provenance and (ii) we
proposed a provenance collection framework to collect both prospective and retrospective
provenance according to our model. While most existing systems use an internal proprietary
provenance model and develop an import/export facility to convert between the proprietary
model and OPM, our provenance collection framework features the native support of the
OPM model.
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• Second, to propose a relational database-based provenance system, called OPMP ROV that
stores, reasons, and queries prospective and retrospective provenance, which is compliant
with the OPM model, (i) we designed a relational database schema for the storage of provenance and (ii) we showed that provenance reasoning defined in the OPM model (v1.1) can be
sufficiently supported by OPMP ROV using recursive views and SQL queries alone without
any additional reasoning engine. Experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of
OPMP ROV in data insertion and provenance querying. A case study is performed, demonstrating that OPMP ROV can answer all except one query out of the 16 queries defined in the
Third Provenance Challenge.
• Third, to design OPQL, an OPM-level provenance query language, that is directly defined
over the Open Provenance Model (OPM), (i) we designed OPQL, including six types of
graph patterns, an OPM-based graph algebra, and OPQL syntax and semantics, that efficiently supports provenance queries and (ii) we implemented OPQL using a Web service
via our OPMP ROV system; therefore, users can invoke the Web service to execute OPQL
queries in a provenance browser, called OPMP ROV IS. The result of OPQL queries is displayed as an OPM graph in OPMP ROV IS. An experimental study is conducted to evaluate
the feasibility and performance of OPMP ROV on OPQL provenance querying. To our best
knowledge, OPQL is the first OPM-level query language and OPM-compliant provenance
querying service for scientific workflows.
7.3

Future Work

This dissertation has addressed several issues associated with querying and managing OPM-compliant
provenance data in scientific workflows. These issues are expected to result in some additional
problems and solutions from the scientific workflow provenance community. This section describes possible future work as follows:
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• We showed that provenance reasoning defined in the OPM model can be sufficiently supported by OPMP ROV using recursive views and SQL queries alone without additional reasoning engine. In reality, it is expensive to use recursive views for provenance reasoning in
case of large amounts of provenance data. Thus, presenting a mechanism to improve the performance of provenance reasoning and querying in OPMP ROV is considered as a potential
future work.
• We desinged OPQL, including six types of graph patterns, an OPM-based graph algebra, and
OPQL syntax and semantics, that efficiently supports provenance queries. To enhance the
accessibility of OPQL, we implemented OPQL as an OPM-compliant provenance service
for scientific workflows using a Web service. As a future work, evaluating OPQL from other
points of view, including expressiveness, completeness, and usability is considered.
• We performed our experiments to evaluate the performance of OPMP ROV in data insertion
and provenance querying. To efficiently support large amounts of provenance data in scientific workflow provenance management, using cloud computing technologies provides many
benefits in term of reliability, usability, scalability, performance, and maintenance. Thus,
exploring a cloud-based provenance store is considered as a potential future work.
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APPENDIX A
Relational Schema for Prospective Provenance in OPMP ROV

CREATE TABLE Workflow (
WorkflowId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Description VARCHAR(255),
PRIMARY KEY (WorkflowId)
);

CREATE TABLE Task (
TaskId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
TaskName VARCHAR(255),
TaskType VARCHAR(50),
PRIMARY KEY (TaskId)
);

CREATE TABLE Performer (
PFId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PFName VARCHAR(255),
PRIMARY KEY (PFId)
);
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CREATE TABLE Port (
PortId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
TaskId VARCHAR(50),
PortName VARCHAR(255),
PortType VARCHAR(50),
PRIMARY KEY (PortId),
CONSTRAINT fk Task
FOREIGN KEY (TaskId) REFERENCES Task (TaskId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE Contains (
ParentTaskId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ChildTaskId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (ParentTaskId, ChildTaskId),
CONSTRAINT fk Task
FOREIGN KEY (ParentTaskId) REFERENCES Task (TaskId) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Task
FOREIGN KEY (ChildTaskId) REFERENCES Task (TaskId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE Performs (
PFId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
TaskId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (PFId, TaskId),
CONSTRAINT fk Performer
FOREIGN KEY (PFId) REFERENCES Performer (PFId) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Task
FOREIGN KEY (TaskId) REFERENCES Task (TaskId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE IsConnectedTo (
SourcePortId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
DestinationPortId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (SourcePortId, DestinationPortId),
CONSTRAINT fk Port
FOREIGN KEY (SourcePortId) REFERENCES Port (PortId) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Port
FOREIGN KEY (DestinationPortId) REFERENCES Port (PortId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE TaskPartOfWorkflow (
TaskId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
WorkflowId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (TaskId, WorkflowId),
CONSTRAINT fk Task
FOREIGN KEY (TaskId) REFERENCES Task (TaskId) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Workflow
FOREIGN KEY (WorkflowId) REFERENCES Workflow (WorkflowId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE PerformerPartOfWorkflow (
PFId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
WorkflowId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (PFId, WorkflowId),
CONSTRAINT fk Performer
FOREIGN KEY (PFId) REFERENCES Performer (PFId) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Workflow
FOREIGN KEY (WorkflowId) REFERENCES Workflow (WorkflowId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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APPENDIX B
Relational Schema for Retrospective Provenance in OPMP ROV

CREATE TABLE OPMGraph (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
WorkflowId VARCHAR(50) ,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId),
CONSTRAINT fk Workflow
FOREIGN KEY (WorkflowId) REFERENCES Workflow (WorkflowId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE OPMGraphAnnotation (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Property VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, Property, Value),
CONSTRAINT fk OPMGraph
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId) REFERENCES OPMGraph (OPMGraphId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE Artifact (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255),
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId),
CONSTRAINT fk OPMGraph
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId) REFERENCES OPMGraph (OPMGraphId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE ArtifactHasAccount(
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Account VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Account),
CONSTRAINT fk Artifact1
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId) REFERENCES Artifact (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE Process (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255),
TaskId VARCHAR(50),
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId),
CONSTRAINT fk OPMGraph
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId) REFERENCES OPMGraph (OPMGraphId)
ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Task
FOREIGN KEY (TaskId) REFERENCES Task (TaskId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE ProcessHasAccount(
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Account VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Account),
CONSTRAINT fk Process
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId) REFERENCES Process (OPMGraphId, ProcessId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE Agent (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
AgentId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255),
PFId VARCHAR(50),
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, AgentId),
CONSTRAINT fk OPMGraph
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId) REFERENCES OPMGraph (OPMGraphId)
ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Performer
FOREIGN KEY (PFId) REFERENCES Performer (PFId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE AgentHasAccount (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
AgentId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Account VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, AgentId, Account),
CONSTRAINT fk Agent
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, AgentId) REFERENCES Agent (OPMGraphId, AgentId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE WasInputTo (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PortId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, PortId),
CONSTRAINT fk Artifact
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId) REFERENCES Artifact (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId)
ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Port
FOREIGN KEY (PortId) REFERENCES Port (PortId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE WasOutputBy (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PortId VARCHAR(50),
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId),
CONSTRAINT fk Artifact
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId) REFERENCES Artifact (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId)
ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Port
FOREIGN KEY (PortId) REFERENCES Port (PortId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE Used (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Role VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
OTimeLower VARCHAR(50),
OTimeUpper VARCHAR(50),
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId),
CONSTRAINT fk Process
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId) REFERENCES Process (OPMGraphId, ProcessId)
ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Artifact
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId) REFERENCES Artifact (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE UsedHasAccount (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Role VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Account VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId, Account),
CONSTRAINT fk Used
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId)
REFERENCES Used (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE WasGeneratedBy (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Role VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
OTimeLower VARCHAR(50),
OTimeUpper VARCHAR(50),
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId),
CONSTRAINT fk Artifact
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId) REFERENCES Artifact (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId)
ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Process
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId) REFERENCES Process (OPMGraphId, ProcessId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE WasGeneratedByHasAccount (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Role VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Account VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId, Account),
CONSTRAINT fk WasGeneratedBy
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId)
REFERENCES WasGeneratedBy (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE WasControlledBy (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Role VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
AgentId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
OTimeStartLower VARCHAR(50),
OTimeStartUpper VARCHAR(50),
OTimeEndLower VARCHAR(50),
OTimeEndUpper VARCHAR(50),
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, AgentId),
CONSTRAINT fk Process
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId) REFERENCES Process (OPMGraphId, ProcessId)
ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Agent
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, AgentId) REFERENCES Agent (OPMGraphId, AgentId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE WasControlledByHasAccount (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Role VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
AgentId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Account VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, AgentId, Account),
CONSTRAINT fk WasControlledBy
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, AgentId)
REFERENCES WasControlledBy (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, AgentId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE WasDerivedFrom (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
EffectArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
CauseArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
OTimeLower VARCHAR(50),
OTimeUpper VARCHAR(50),
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId),
CONSTRAINT fk Artifact
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId)
REFERENCES Artifact (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Artifact
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, CauseArtifactId)
REFERENCES Artifact (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE WasDerivedFromHasAccount (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
EffectArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
CauseArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Account VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Account),
CONSTRAINT fk WasDerivedFrom
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId)
REFERENCES WasDerivedFrom (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE ExplicitWasTriggeredBy (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
EffectProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
CauseProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
OTimeLower VARCHAR(50),
OTimeUpper VARCHAR(50),
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId),
CONSTRAINT fk Process
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId)
REFERENCES Process (OPMGraphId, ProcessId) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT fk Artifact
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, CauseProcessId)
REFERENCES Process (OPMGraphId, ProcessId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE ExplicitWasTriggeredByHasAccount (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
EffectProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
CauseProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Account VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId, Account),
CONSTRAINT fk ExplicitWasTriggeredBy
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId)
REFERENCES ExplicitWasTriggeredBy (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE ArtifactAnnotation (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Property VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Property, Value),
CONSTRAINT fk Artifact
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId) REFERENCES Artifact (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE ProcessAnnotation (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Property VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Property, Value),
CONSTRAINT fk Process
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId) REFERENCES Process (OPMGraphId, ProcessId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE AgentAnnotation (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
AgentId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Property VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, AgentId, Property, Value),
CONSTRAINT fk Agent
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, AgentId) REFERENCES Agent (OPMGraphId, AgentId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE UsedAnnotation (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Role VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Property VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId, Property, Value),
CONSTRAINT fk Used
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId)
REFERENCES Used (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, ArtifactId) ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE WasGeneratedByAnnotation (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Role VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Property VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId, Property, Value),
CONSTRAINT fk WasGeneratedBy
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId)
REFERENCES WasGeneratedBy (OPMGraphId, ArtifactId, Role, ProcessId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE WasControlledByAnnotation (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
ProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Role VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
AgentId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Property VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, AgentId, Property, Value),
CONSTRAINT fk WasControlledBy
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, AgentId)
REFERENCES WasControlledBy (OPMGraphId, ProcessId, Role, AgentId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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CREATE TABLE WasDerivedFromAnnotation (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
EffectArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
CauseArtifactId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Property VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId, Property, Value),
CONSTRAINT fk WasDerivedFrom
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId)
REFERENCES WasDerivedFrom (OPMGraphId, EffectArtifactId, CauseArtifactId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);

CREATE TABLE ExplicitWasTriggeredByAnnotation (
OPMGraphId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
EffectProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
CauseProcessId VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
Property VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
Value VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId, Property, Value),
CONSTRAINT fk ExplicitWasTriggeredBy
FOREIGN KEY (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId)
REFERENCES ExplicitWasTriggeredBy (OPMGraphId, EffectProcessId, CauseProcessId)
ON DELETE CASCADE
);
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APPENDIX C
The WSDL Definition of the OPQL Web Service

<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8” ?>
<wsdl:definitions xmlns:wsdl=“http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/”
xmlns:ns1=“http://org.apache.axis2/xsd” xmlns:ns=“http://pm.viewsystem.org”
xmlns:wsaw=“http://www.w3.org/2006/05/addressing/wsdl”
xmlns:ax21=“http://pm.viewsystem.org/xsd”
xmlns:xs=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”
xmlns:mime=“http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/”
xmlns:soap=“http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/”
xmlns:soap12=“http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap12/”
targetNamespace=“http://pm.viewsystem.org”>
<wsdl:documentation>OPQL</wsdl:documentation>
<wsdl:types>
<xs:schema attributeFormDefault=“qualified” elementFormDefault=“qualified”
targetNamespace=“http://pm.viewsystem.org/xsd”>
<xs:complexType name=“OPMGraphNodeFactoryAdapter”>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element maxOccurs=“unbounded” minOccurs=“0”
name=“OPMGraphNode” nillable=“true” type=“ax21:IOPMGraphNode” />
</xs:sequence>
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</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=“IOPMGraphNode”>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“account” nillable=“true” type=“xs:string” />
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“nodeId” nillable=“true” type=“xs:string” />
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“value” nillable=“true” type=“xs:string” />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=“OPMGraphFactoryAdapter”>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element maxOccurs=“unbounded” minOccurs=“0” name=“OPMGraph”
nillable=“true” type=“ax21:IOPMGraph” />
<xs:element maxOccurs=“unbounded” minOccurs=“0” name=“OPMGraphs”
nillable=“true” type=“ax21:IOPMGraph” />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=“IOPMGraph”>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“destinationNode”
nillable=“true” type=“xs:string” />
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“sourceNode”
nillable=“true” type=“xs:string” />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
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<xs:schema xmlns:ax22=“http://pm.viewsystem.org/xsd” attributeFormDefault=“qualified”
elementFormDefault=“qualified” targetNamespace=“http://pm.viewsystem.org”>
<xs:import namespace=“http://pm.viewsystem.org/xsd” />
<xs:element name=“getRelationProcessHasAccount”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“opmgraphid”
nillable=“true” type=“xs:string” />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name=“getRelationProcessHasAccountResponse”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“return” nillable=“true”
type=“ax22:OPMGraphNodeFactoryAdapter” />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name=“getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“opmgraphid”
nillable=“true” type=“xs:string” />
</xs:sequence>
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</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name=“getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccountResponse”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“return” nillable=“true”
type=“ax22:OPMGraphNodeFactoryAdapter” />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name=“getRelationAgentHasAccount”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“opmgraphid”
nillable=“true” type=“xs:string” />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name=“getRelationAgentHasAccountResponse”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“return” nillable=“true”
type=“ax22:OPMGraphNodeFactoryAdapter” />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
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</xs:element>
<xs:element name=“executeOPQLQuery”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“opmgraphid”
nillable=“true” type=“xs:string” />
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“opqlQuery”
nillable=“true” type=“xs:string” />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name=“executeOPQLQueryResponse”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=“0” name=“return” nillable=“true”
type=“ax22:OPMGraphFactoryAdapter” />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
</wsdl:types>
<wsdl:message name=“getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccountRequest”>
<wsdl:part name=“parameters”
element=“ns:getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount” />
</wsdl:message>
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<wsdl:message name=“getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccountResponse”>
<wsdl:part name=“parameters”
element=“ns:getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccountResponse” />
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name=“getRelationAgentHasAccountRequest”>
<wsdl:part name=“parameters” element=“ns:getRelationAgentHasAccount” />
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name=
“getRelationAgentHasAccountResponse”>
<wsdl:part name=“parameters” element=“ns:getRelationAgentHasAccountResponse” />
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name=“getRelationProcessHasAccountRequest”>
<wsdl:part name=“parameters” element=“ns:getRelationProcessHasAccount” />
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name=“getRelationProcessHasAccountResponse”>
<wsdl:part name=“parameters” element=“ns:getRelationProcessHasAccountResponse” />
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name=“executeOPQLQueryRequest”>
<wsdl:part name=“parameters” element=“ns:executeOPQLQuery” />
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name=“executeOPQLQueryResponse”>
<wsdl:part name=“parameters” element=“ns:executeOPQLQueryResponse” />
</wsdl:message>
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<wsdl:portType name=“OPQLPortType”>
<wsdl:operation name=
“getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount”>
<wsdl:input message=
“ns:getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccountRequest”
wsaw:Action=
“urn:getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount” />
<wsdl:output message=
“ns:getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccountResponse”
wsaw:Action=
“urn:getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccountResponse” />
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationAgentHasAccount”>
<wsdl:input message=“ns:getRelationAgentHasAccountRequest”
wsaw:Action=“urn:getRelationAgentHasAccount” />
<wsdl:output message=“ns:getRelationAgentHasAccountResponse”
wsaw:Action=“urn:getRelationAgentHasAccountResponse” />
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationProcessHasAccount”>
<wsdl:input message=“ns:getRelationProcessHasAccountRequest”
wsaw:Action=“urn:getRelationProcessHasAccount” />
<wsdl:output message=“ns:getRelationProcessHasAccountResponse”
wsaw:Action=“urn:getRelationProcessHasAccountResponse” />
</wsdl:operation>
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<wsdl:operation name=“executeOPQLQuery”>
<wsdl:input message=“ns:executeOPQLQueryRequest”
wsaw:Action=“urn:executeOPQLQuery” />
<wsdl:output message=“ns:executeOPQLQueryResponse”
wsaw:Action=“urn:executeOPQLQueryResponse” />
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:binding name=“OPQLSoap11Binding” type=“ns:OPQLPortType”>
<soap:binding transport=“http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http” style=“document” />
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount”>
<soap:operation soapAction=
“urn:getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount”
style=“document” />
<wsdl:input>
<soap:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationAgentHasAccount”>
<soap:operation soapAction=“urn:getRelationAgentHasAccount” style=“document” />
<wsdl:input>
<soap:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:input>
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<wsdl:output>
<soap:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationProcessHasAccount”>
<soap:operation soapAction=“urn:getRelationProcessHasAccount”
style=“document” />
<wsdl:input>
<soap:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=“executeOPQLQuery”>
<soap:operation soapAction=”urn:executeOPQLQuery” style=”document” />
<wsdl:input>
<soap:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
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<wsdl:binding name=“OPQLSoap12Binding” type=“ns:OPQLPortType”>
<soap12:binding transport=“http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http” style=“document” />
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount”>
<soap12:operation soapAction=
“urn:getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount”
style=“document” />
<wsdl:input>
<soap12:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap12:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationAgentHasAccount”>
<soap12:operation soapAction=“urn:getRelationAgentHasAccount” style=“document” />
<wsdl:input>
<soap12:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap12:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationProcessHasAccount”>
<soap12:operation soapAction=“urn:getRelationProcessHasAccount” style=“document” />
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<wsdl:input>
<soap12:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap12:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=“executeOPQLQuery”>
<soap12:operation soapAction=“urn:executeOPQLQuery” style=“document” />
<wsdl:input>
<soap12:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap12:body use=“literal” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:binding name=“OPQLHttpBinding” type=“ns:OPQLPortType”>
<http:binding verb=“POST” />
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount”>
<http:operation location=
“OPQL/getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount” />
<wsdl:input>
<mime:content type=“text/xml”
part=“getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount” />
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</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<mime:content type=“text/xml”
part=“getRelationArtifactHasAccountWithOverlappedAccount” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationAgentHasAccount”>
<http:operation location=“OPQL/getRelationAgentHasAccount” />
<wsdl:input>
<mime:content type=“text/xml” part=“getRelationAgentHasAccount” />
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<mime:content type=“text/xml” part=“getRelationAgentHasAccount” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=“getRelationProcessHasAccount”>
<http:operation location=“OPQL/getRelationProcessHasAccount” />
<wsdl:input>
<mime:content type=“text/xml” part=“getRelationProcessHasAccount” />
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<mime:content type=“text/xml” part=“getRelationProcessHasAccount” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
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<wsdl:operation name=“executeOPQLQuery”>
<http:operation location=“OPQL/executeOPQLQuery” />
<wsdl:input>
<mime:content type=“text/xml” part=“executeOPQLQuery” />
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<mime:content type=“text/xml” part=“executeOPQLQuery” />
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:service name=“OPQL”>
<wsdl:port name=“OPQLHttpSoap11Endpoint” binding=“ns:OPQLSoap11Binding”>
<soap:address location=
“http://pm.viewsystem.org/axis2/services/OPQL.OPQLHttpSoap11Endpoint/” />
</wsdl:port>
<wsdl:port name=“OPQLHttpSoap12Endpoint” binding=“ns:OPQLSoap12Binding”>
<soap12:address location=
“http://pm.viewsystem.org/axis2/services/OPQL.OPQLHttpSoap12Endpoint/” />
</wsdl:port>
<wsdl:port name=“OPQLHttpEndpoint” binding=“ns:OPQLHttpBinding”>
<http:address location=
“http://pm.viewsystem.org/axis2/services/OPQL.OPQLHttpEndpoint/” />
</wsdl:port>
</wsdl:service>
</wsdl:definitions>
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Provenance, the metadata that records the derivation history of scientific results, is important in
scientific workflows to interpret, validate, and analyze the result of scientific computing. Recently,
to promote and facilitate provenance interoperability among heterogeneous provenance systems,
the Open Provenance Model (OPM) has been proposed and has played an important role in the
community. In this dissertation, to efficiently query and manage OPM-compliant provenance, we
first propose a provenance collection framework that collects both prospective provenance, which
captures an abstract workflow specification as a recipe for future data derivation and retrospective provenance, which captures past workflow execution and data derivation information. We
then propose a relational database-based provenance system, called OPMP ROV that stores, reasons, and queries prospective provenance and retrospective provenance, which is OPM-compliant
provenance. We finally propose OPQL, an OPM-level provenance query language, that is directly
defined over the OPM model. An OPQL query takes an OPM graph as input and produces an
OPM graph as output; therefore, OPQL queries are not tightly coupled to the underlying provenance storage strategies. Our provenance collection framework, provenance store, and provenance
query language feature the native support of the OPM model.
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